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El Paso, Tex., May 10. (Bulletin, 2 P. M.) Ciudad Juarez, the
federal base of operations in northern Mexico and the Mexican government's principal port of entry into the United States, has fallen.
. With the hoisting of the white flag over the barracks of Juarez
shortly after noon today, and the surrender of the federal
General Navarro and his entire staff, together with what
remained of the 'federal garrison of 800 men, to Colonel Girabaldi,
the two dajs" battle mmamb'lr-S4F,ity'v v - ..v
The surrender, which waa unconditional, made the victory ol
the revolutionists under, General Francisco I. Madero, Jr., complete.
But the victory was not 'secured without a terrible loss of life on
the battlefield, as well as on the American side of the line. The
dead may number 200, while upwards of 300 were wounded, many
The casualties on the American side of the line were 4
fatally.
killed and 16 wounded, several fatally.
Following the suspension of hostilities this afternoon, scores of
surgeons from El Paso, their Red Cross insignia glaring In the sunlight, crossed the river and began to treat the wounded federals and
insurrectos alike.
Juarez presents a scene of carange and ruin.
Dynamite
bombs, shells, bullets and a conflagration that raged a greater part
of the night, transformed the usually sleepy and tranquil border,
Numerous adobe houses were
town Into a mass of smoking uuina.
the city market place, the
including
several
buildings,
large
razed,
Northwestern depot, and the postofflce were burned.
The hoisting of the white flag over the barracks had the effect
of putting an Immediate stop to the firing, it being the signal that
the federals had given up the battle. Rebel flags were at once
hoisted over the principal buildings, the customs house and from
many of the housetops and the church bells rang out In celebration of the rebel victory.
General Madero on his entry into the city, issued a proclamaall foreign residents.
tion, guaranteeing protection
com-mand- r.

f

El Paso, Tex., May 10. Stealthily
s
creeping toward the federal strong-hlodand
under cover of darkness
keeping up a merciless hand to hand
attack during the night, the insur-rect- o
army had practically captured
General
Juarez at 11 o'clock today.
Madero at that hour started for the
town to establish hiB headquarters
there, while the rebel cavalry under
Colonel Villa, the fleetest of the revolutionary horsemen, are in hot pursuit
of a detachment of federals fleeing
southward from the town.
The rebels swarmed into the streets.
The residents of Juarez, apparently
satisfied that the flgthing was over,
came out from their shelters and the
shouts of exultation and victory could
be plainly heard on the American
The sun was burning fiercely
side.
and the revolutionists, who had been
fighting for hours without food or
water, were relieved by the residents
of the town, most of whom seem to
,:'u--' 1'
Insurrecto sympathizers.
Occasional firing' was kept tip from
the federal barracks on the outskirts
of the town, where' General Navarro
The
was believed to be stationed.
to
had
determined
haired
leader
gray
make a last stand there. A few days
ago he dec'ared that if the rebels had
the whole town and he only the barracks, he still would be able to hold
out for a week, while reinforcements
'

'

pame.
'

,

,

Ih Zuniga',' in charge of the federal

hospital, admitted today that he has
treated over a hundred federal wounded, twenty of whom may die. Around
the customs house, big church and city

and forty
jail, between thirty-fiv- e
were
dead in
he
said,
lying
federals,
the streets.
Doctor Zuniga also said that he
knew Colonel Tamborel, commander
of a part of the Juarez garrison was
badly wounded. Tamborel is the man
who recently taunted the insurrecto3
and is .believed to have been largely
responsible for their attack on Juarez.
According to Doctor Zuniga, Colonel
Manuel Pueblito, commanding the
federal cavalry, was also wounded.
The insurrectos took charge of the
Colonel
principal places of business.
Garibaldi and his men destroyed all
the liquor they could find, to prevent
the men becoming intoxicated in celebration of their victory. Liberate"!
prisoners arriving here at 12 o'clock
noon, declared all the guards about
the 'jail were killed.
W. E. Kelley, of Stockton, Calif.,
received a wound In the shoulder
while standing on the canal on the
American s'de shortly before noon.
At 12 o'clock the insurrectos placed
a cannon !n position to bombard the
barracks, where it waa reported Navarro and a number of his men were
located. The 'first shot fired went
true and the shel' did great damage.
'

(Continued on Page Five)

El Paso, Tex., May 10. General tary opportunities which the situation TIA JUANA
ISjUIET TODAY ENGINE PROBABLY STARTED OPPOSE ANY' AMENDMENTS
Francisco I. Madero, Jr., late last presented, and, though the forces .of
the enemy had several cannon and
night explained the causes of the machine
SOLDIERS
SPEND THIS IS THE ONLY
guns and occupied good posi- INSURGENT
APPROVED
EXPLANATION WANT CONSTITUTION
attack on Juarez and the conflicting
I
nevertheless
DAY SEARCHING FOR DEAD
resolved to order
tions,
ADVANCED
WITHOUT NECESSITY OF
FOR DISTRESSIbeen
which
have
put an attack on Juarez.
interpretations
AND WOUNDED
ANOTHER VOTE
NG ACCIDENT
on his leadership. He attributed "the
"My chiefs did not make thiB atattack principally to the vague prom tack without having received express
Tia Juana, Lower Calif.,- - May 10.
10. Neither
May
Washington,
San Antonio, Tex., May 10. Lieuises of President Diaz in his manifes- orders from me. If my conduct has General Sam Pryce, in command of
tenant George M. E. Kelly, of the branch of congress was in session to
been interpreted equivocally it is bethe rebel army at Tia Juana, declares Thirtieth
to as opposed to the very promises
cause I, having nothing to conceal, Ensenada
Infantry, IT. S. A., was al day but many of the committees were
will be the objective point most
the
to
which the revolutionists made
killed this morning in active.
men
the
to
instantly
walk of the next rebel
newspaper
permit
attack. About one
Interest on the senate side of the
federal government. Senor Madero a about in my headquarters as well as
fall from a Curtiss aeroplane at
hundred federals, said to be at the
Fort
capitol
lay chiefly In the continued
Sam
affilHouston.
numerous
other
statement follows:
He was making
persons who are
Dupee ranch, 25 miles southwest of a
on Canadian reciprocity behearings
and
with
times
us,
iated
when
flight
about
and,
a
many
1
feet
to
they here, must first be
"I feel that
make
fifty
ought
disposed of.
from the ground, shot forward from fore the finance committee. Farmers,
statement about that which took place do not understand my orders and put
Everything is quiet at Tia Juana his
seat, landing on his head.
His paper manufacturers and wire manuyesterday, and will do so with frank various interpretations upon them. At today and merchants are preparing to
skull was fractured and neck broken facturers had obtained reservations
ness. A skirmish of my outposts witn 4 o'clock in the afternoon I gave a reopen their atores
on
General
the enemy and a quick retirement of final order to my troops to prepare Pryce's guarantee that they will not and he died in a few moments, with of time in which to address the com
mittee. They seemed to direct their
the latter from their position inspired for an attack. I suppose that some be molested. Scouting parties have out regaining consciousness.
remarks
did
not
largely to the new members
of
chiefs
Lieutenant Kelley was a pupil of
my
rightly Interpret been sent south and east to
a few of my brave troops to pursue
give
their victory, though sustained by a my order and went to attack immedi warnings of the advance of federals Glen Curtiss and came here recently of the committee.
The house committee on territories
from San Diego, Calif. It is believed
much smaller number. Once within ately, and I ordered them to suspend from Mexican or Ensenada.
considered statehood for Ariagain
the
was
accident
uncaused
the city, however, their ranks were operations until an hour could be fixed
by the
The hunt for. dead bodies in the
zona
New Mexico, delay having
and
increased by a number of sympathiz and because I wished to notify Gener- rocks and underbrush near Tia Juana expected starting of the engine, when
been caused by the Insistence of the
was
the
officer
a
ers whom they met among the people al Navarro of the attack.
making
landing.
was resumed this morning. Pryce inrepublican members of the commitI approved the mqvement forward
of Juarez, and who Bad patiently
sists that his statement last night
tee that New Mexico be admittel
awaited the first signal of attack to by my men and they as well as their of the number of dead and wounded
without the necessity of Totfn on a
submission to rebels was correct and saya his men EIGHT PERISH UV
unite with my forces. Also there officers, showed,-thei-'
amendment. There will oe- proposed
'
.
are searching for dead federals.
passed numerous Mexican sympathiz my orders
a
of
the minority member
report
"If I wavered much in attacking
ers from El Paao.
when the resolution Is Bubmlttert to
"Ab that morning I intended to ask Juarez It was for fear of some interFederals Ambushed; 56 Killed
FIRE the house on Friday, which report
complications, and even
for a cessation of hostilities with the national
Laredo, Tex., May 10. Reliable inwill recommend approval of the conwould
be
such
complications
federal government, I did all that though
formation that 56 federals were killed
stitution and immediate statehood.
was possible to turn back my troops, against the government of General at Saltlllo yesterday, in a fight with
AT
and accordingly sent an officer with Tiiaz, ,who is my adversary, I did not Insurrectos, was bronught here today FRIGHTFUL CATASTROPHE
TENDS BURNING OF EDINa white flae;, who was not able to wish to involve my country in any by a railway conductor who was an
CHILD DRANK POISON
BURGH THEATER
reach his destination, because he was difficulty. But, again, since the at- eye witness of the battle. The federN. M., May 10. Little Li'..
Estancla,
tack had been begun, the consequen- als were drawn into a trap and
fired upon by the enemy.
Han Turner the
daughter
"It was an indignity to some of my ces could not be taken Into account, slaughtered.
Edinburgh,
of J. P. Turner of this place had a
Scotland, May 10.
1 was continuing to appropriate
since
to
reach
wished
their
who
soldiers,
Eight bodies have been recovered narrow escape from death the other
OFFICER SLAIN BY MISTAKE
from the ruins of the Empire music day. The child with her brother and
companions. Nevertheless I made to myself the military advantages of
strong efforts to make the people re- the situation.
Great Falls, Mont., May 10. In an hall, which burned last night. They sister, was at the home of Mrs. Lynch,
"If I should triumph 1 shall not. effort to
turn, but there had united to my
those of "LaFayette, ,the and while playing got hold of a bottle
capture the body snatchers include
claim
for myself any of the glory, who stole the
forces several persons from El Paso
body of the Conrad baby Great," and two members of hia own of chloroform and drank a large part
who were not soldiers and little ac- for it will 'be due to the valor of my from the local cemetery over a year company, Miss Alice Dale, who im- of
it. A doctor was hurriedly sumsoldiers and the bravery of my officustomed to obey orders.
ago, the father ,of the dead baby and personated the Teddy Bear Midget, moned and after, two
ours" hard
"Afterward, not having arranged a cers; but if I claim all the responsi- his brother last night killed In mis- and Joe Coster.
work, succeeded in saving the child's
case
in
to
the
attack
the people
cessation of hostilities, and having bility
take for one of the grave robbers, Miss Dale and Coster were natives life, although it was a terribly close
received news that the manifesto of is a military or political failure of Joseph Hamilton,
of Cas- of England. LaFayette was a Ger- call.
General Diaz was very vague and per- whatever kind it may be, I have a cade, county, who was aiding them.
man. He played for twenty years in
I
mitted of diverse interpretations,
the United States.:
wished to take advantage of the mill- (Continued on Page Five)
An attempt to rescue a horse and
dog used In hia performance, cost the
IS
performer his life.
According to
some of those who escaped from the
rear exits a trained Hon belonging
AS SECRETARY
KILLED IN WEST to LaFayette got loose during
the
panic and blocked the stage door
CLUB
through which the performers were POPULAR. COMMERCIAL
WOOLERY attempting to escape.
BODY
OF THOMAS
OFFICIAL QUITS AFTER
FOUND NEAR CHEYENNE,
LaFayette had a desperate struggle
LONG SERVICE
with the king of beasts before he got
WYOMING
him out of the way.
At the regular meeting of the board
Kansas City, Mo., May 10. Thomas
of directors of the Commercial club,
Woolery, whose body was found near SURGEON WILL LOSE A FINGER
which was held last evening in the
Trenton, N. J., May 10. Dr. David club rooms, George A. Fleming, who
Cheyenne, Wyo., yesterday, lived at
Independence, Mo., near here, for a B. Ackley cut a finger six weeks ago has been secretary of the organization
Douglas, Ariz., May 10. Agua Prieta, ' the Mexican port of entry
short time. The family came from while performing a surgical operation- - since October, ' 190C, submitted his
just across the border from Douglaas, which was recaptured from the
Ainslee, Neb. Mrs. Woolery Is said As a result he will lose the finger.
resignation.
to have been wealthy.
insurrectos April 17, after an eighteen hours' battle, was abandoned toAfter an extended discussion by
Woolery, who left home a week
the' board it was moved that Mr,
day by its federal garrison. The federal force moved out of the town
ago ostensibly to close a real es'tate RED CROSS OFFICIAL
Fleming's resignation be accepted, to
at an early hour, traveling in the direction of HermoBlllo.
deal at Cheyenne, appeared worried
take effect upon the selection and
All the federal offices have been closed and abandoned. As orand acted as if he did not desire to
election of his successor, and it was
to
Ameriwere
of
the
evacuation
Naco, many
ders for the
TO LEAVEFOR MEXICO decided that the board hold a meetduplicated
make the trip, his wife said. Mrs.
can mining camps will have to close down through the suspension of
Woolery says she has no idea of the
ing on May 18 to receive applications
'
Identity of the woman who called at
and
take action upon the election' of
,
the customs service.
N.
BICKNELL TO ASSUME
the Cheyenne hotel and represented ERNEST
a secretary to succeed him.
Between Agua Prieta and Heimosillo a large rebel force is conCHARGE OF RELIEF WORK
herself to be Woolery's wife.
The board also passed a resolution
centrated, and!t Is not likely that Colonel ReynaldoDlaz and Major Luis
AT JUAREZ
Woolery's body will be sent to Ainsas follows:
Medina Barron and their forces will be able to' reach the capital withlee, Neb., for burial. His wife left
"Resolved, that this board extends
for
that place last night
now
is
a
Hermosillo
surrounded
battle.
out a desperate
by
Washington, May 10. Ernest H. to- - Mr. Fleming its expression, of aplarge
Bicknell, national director of tha preciation, of t the valuable services
band of rebels, including 800 Yaqui Indians, all armed with Mauser
SCARED TO DEATH BY LIGHTNING American Red Cross, will leave Wa-jh-- ,
he has rendered, the club during the
v
rifles.
N. T., May 10. Mrs. ington tonight for El Paso, Tex., to -cast several veara
Monticello,
as its secretary,- and mi.
The Agua Prieta garrison worked until a late hour last night conWllmot Moultrhop of Kenoza Lake, organize a Red Cross there. Pending its regret that circumstances, compel Ire
Toward dawn the soldiers began to
f
near here, was scared to death by a thd arrival of Mr. Bicknell, the gath- hia retirement as secretary
structing new entrenchments.
j
Two ering of the wounded on Mexican soil
flash of lightning yesterday.
It Is understood that Nthere. are sevtug
undo this work, filling up not only the new trenches, but the old
years ago her home was struck by and bringing them Into the United eral applicants for the Dosltion bu
ones left by the insurrectos. i, The adobe breastworks were leveled
lightning aTid destroyed, and since States will be left to the discretion the board has decided to receive all1"
to the ground and the, block, house south of the bull ring was battered
then she hid been extremely nervous of Colonel Steever. The Red Cross applications In writing and con&ldeff a
Into kindling wood. Trenching tools were' piled in heaps and burned,
She was today telegraphed f 1,090 to Colonel them at the time Bet.
t
during electrical storms.
In explanation of his resignation Mlren,
and, leaving not a man behind, the garrison began the evacuation at
talking with a neighbor when there Steever to meet the present emerg"
'
'
was a flash, and she sank back in her ency In caring for the wounded
daybreak.
t hair lifeless.
(Continued on Page FHc)
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Federals Abandon AguaPrieta
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Hastily Evacuate Important Port of Entry,
Following Orders to Relieve
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Baptist church. They are written into our thought, literature and theolo
gy, and any simplification or modi
fication might lead to a questioning
of the truth of them all. Remembet
the Bible says, 'And If any man shall
take away from the word of the book
of this prophecy God shall take away
his part out of the book of life and
out of the holy city and from the
Suits and Snappy, Stylish Shoes
New Stocks of
things wbich are written in this
TENDENCY OF TIME FOR BREVITY book. For forty years I have studied RECENT ADVANCE IN WAGES REthe Bible, reading the old versions,
VEALS UNIQUE RAILROAD
SAY THOSE WHO WOULD
men need are
I do in Hebrew, Greek and Latin.
as
SITUATION
Our extensive sections devoted to the things that
SHORTEN THEM
We don't use the revised but the au
respect.
exceptionally well stocked and complete in every
thorized version in our church. I see
One bad result of recent advances
now on
We call your attention to the large assorrment of new suits
np superfluous words in the Ten in the
of railway employes is
tne
wages
exhibit
This Is the waj the ten com- and
makers
Commandments long in use. The King
display. These garments are from leading
and beautifully
mandments will read if the sug- - f James version is a real classic, rich that in a good many cases certain
Fashionably-cu- t
Men's
Clothes.
in
ideas
most
employes are receiving
f gestlon made by the Rev. George - and genuine, and it sinks deep in classes asof high,
lined. Handsomely and carefully finished by only the most expert
or higher than the
is.
wages
acted upB. Williams Douglas
.
no
tailors.
leaves
question
people's soul's. It
of their superior officers, says
.
pon favorably by the Episcopal
as to the meaning, which la the prin wages
On some
the Railway
church:
The fabrics are the latest approved by fashion and the large and
cipal thing.
are receiving
own particular
road
lines
enginemen
1.
and
God
words
choice
these
spake
f
variety allows every man to agreeably meet his
The Rev. Percy S, Grant of the
firemen
a
16.30
of
an
day,
average
tastes and ideas.
said: I am the Lord thy God;
Church of the Ascension was present
thou shalt have no other godj f at the Washington conference when $4.15, conductors $5. flagmen $3.65,
The wages
and brakemen $3.50.
. but me.
Prices Range From $10.00 to $25 00
Canon Douglas made the suggested
best
employes
the
paid
earned
by
2.
to
make
not
Thou
shalt
f chantee and was one of those who
f
exceed these amounts being as much
thyself any graven Image to wor- favored It. "There Is a present day
' "
'
4- ship It and serve it
4 demand for brevity In everything," as $7.25 to $10.50 for enginemen,
'
I
. ,
road firemen, $6 for confor
$4.40
3.
not
the
shalt
take
Thou,
f
said Mr. Grant,, "and a shortening
and $3.95 for road flagmen.
name of the Lord thy God in
of the church service would be in ductors, same
roads, officers are reOn the
vain.
f
keeping with the times. The prayer
salaries which figure out as
ceiving
4. Remember that thou shalt
book is stationary and aristocratic,
This
shoe assortment of ours is a perfect revel of nifty
Trainmasters $7.77
keep holy the Sabbath day. Six 4 while the present trend of things is follows, per day:
footwear
for
men.
Buy good shoes alwavs for the sake of your feet.
to $9.70; assistant trainmasters $6
4 ttfward motion and democracy."
4 days shalt thou labor.
A
trial of our shoe department will convince you that there is no
of engines
4 5. Honor thy father and thy 4 "We're not so" much interested in to $7.07; road foremen
better
place to secure GOOD shoes.
4- - mother.
4 the verbiage of the Ten Command $6.83 to $7.77; assistant road fore-s
to
yardmast-er4 6. Thou shalt do no murder. ments, but in the truth set forth," men of engines $1.83 In $6;
some cases a
$3.33 to $4.89.
4 7. Thou shalt not bear false 4 said the Rev. Rufua P. Johnston of
brakeman, working the
4
4- - witness against thy neighbor.
''Crossett" Patent Leather Ox
Washington Heights Baptist church night yard of hours and
"Douglas" two eyelet, Sailor
days as a
same
number
commit
44 "As
8. Thou shalt not
Rhino
new
Tie, military heels, a very
they do not enter Into our ser
fords,
last,
military
which
$130 a month,
4 adultery.
vice the proposed change wouldn't yardmaster, gets
$3.50
heelsi
$5.00
popular shoe, per pair
pairper
9. Thou shalt not steal.
is more than the average received by
4 disturb us."
4;
the yardmaster on the roads where
'Crossett" Gun Metal Oxford,
4 10. Thou shalt not covet thy 4
"Douglas" Button Oxford in
Strengthening the Thlro
4
the wages in Question are paid.
Tan Calfskin, military heels,
Whirlwind last, military heel,
4 neighbor's goods.
There probably are numerous cases
While the Lutheran church uses a
newest last, per pair.. .'
$3.50
the very latest
$4.50
:
shorter version of the decalogue than where conductors and enginemen on
New York, May 10. The suggestion many, it is not so brief as. that sug good runs make more than the train
of the Rev. George B. Williams Doug- gested by Canon Douglas. The com masters. The seniority rule, as insistlas, Canon of the Cathedral of St. mandments as they appear In the ed on by the labor unions, tends to
John the Divine, that the Ten Com- twentieth chapter of Exodus are the prevent the promotion of employes
mandments be shortened, has caused ones found in Luther's catchiam. One to official positions. The existence of
emconsiderable discussion among the change pointed out was the third an arrangement under which
'
ofthe
of
"ssffl.
denominations
than
various
which
Canon
commandment,
Douglas ployes get higher wages
clergymen
ESTABLISHED
In New York. Canon Douglas
would have read, "Thou shalt not taka ficers immediately above them is
conannual
ambition.
at
to
God
in
the
their
deaden
of
name
the change
the
the Lord thy
adapted
The officer, of course, has the adgress of the Episcopal church held vain," while the Lutherans add this
week.
In Washington last
clause, "For the Lord will not hold vantage of being In line for promotion
SB
Let us have the courage," said Dr. him guiltless that taketh His name to higher positions in the operating
CASHIER ARRESTED
JOY! WHISKY IS
(Douglas, "to restore to our prayer In vain."
department, but the number of em OH,
book that form of the Ten Command"I see no reason for the change," ployes who are apt to work hard for
ments which scholars are pretty well said the Rev. Junius B. Remensnyder, promotions involving reductions in
THEFT
FOR
PREPARED CEREAL
agreed was their original form. Let pastor of the St. James Lutheran their incomes in order to get in line
( Incoporated)
11s follow the example of the Roman church.
"No official action from the for further promotions is not large.
and the Lutheran churches and drop church has given us a shorter deca The knowledge on the part of em- WASHINGTON IS MELLOW WITH CLEVELAND BANKER CONFESSES
LOOTING INSTITUTION FOR
the inflated clauses."
logue, but we all except it as found ployes that they are receiving larger GLEE; EVERYBODY HAS BREAK"The discussion 1b essentially lit-- . in the Book of Exodus. Our church is incomes than those who give them
FAST FOOD APPETITE
EIGHT YEARS
and Dealer In
erary, having to do BOlely with the conservative, and would countenance orders is as little adapted to promote
WOOL.
form in which the Ten Commandments no change not in harmony with the good discipline as it is to stimulate
the
(Cleveland, ,b., May 10. As
Washington, May 10. The whole
shall be presented," said Bishop universal church. Personally, I believe the ambition and the exertions of
folQreer. "There seems to be some that a commandment like the third employes. Viewed from any stand- town is mellow with joy over the pros- result of a complete breakdown
cer- lowing his arrest and confession that
as
a
that
pect
whisky,
"prepared
he
"that
persons
continued,
danger,"
BAIN WAGONS-RACI- NE
makes stronger appeal when another
the situation is most unsatiseal," will go on the free list. Beer, he stole $114,850 from the First Na
will make the mistake of supposing clause like 'The Lord will not bold point
Either In many cases the too,
factory.
it la hoped, ma$" be Included In tional tank, of wlcb. he wa paying
that it is intended to alter the spirit him guiltless,' etc.; is added. The Ten employes are being paid too much,
according to teller, Julius H. Hopkins, aged 35,
of the commandments. The decalogue Commandments- were intended as tue or the officers are being paid too lit the tariff gratuities,
SEVEN
In the minds of worshippers often basis for instructing youth, and the tle. The inconsistencies in railway what was said in congress during the is in a serious condition in a hospital
debate on the Farmers' Free 14st bill, today, with deputy sheriffs guarding
to
in
stands as the symbol of the mora!
not
are
words
confined
salaries
and
superfluous
help
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M.
wages
which is to be a postscript to Cana- his room. Hopkins kept up his nerve
code. I fear the Impression will bfi the exposition."
the wages of train employes and their dian
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
was
until
he
and
in
after
Jail,
reciprocity.
placed
"I would welcome a briefer form of superior officers. The wages of clerspread that the church intends to al. Trinidad, Colorado
a
received
in Washington then complete breakdown followed.
Telegrams
ter the moral code.
the Ten Commandments if it would ical employes in division and general from New
In his confession Hopkins stated
and
other
York
agricultural
"There is no intention of altering help .the people to keep them," said offices have not been increased in
centers indicate that the farmers are that his peculations began S years
the spirit of the Ten Commandments.. the Rev. Dr. Christian F. Reisner of anything like the same proportion as
deeply interested in the outlook for ago, his system being to abstract
The only change suggested is the the Grace Methodist church. "Per- the wages of train employes.
and funds from packages of new money
cocktails
free
highballs,
ehortening of several commandments sonally, I don't believe the way they
Perfect consistency in the payment
as they arrived from the mint. The
to their original form by dropping are written makes any difference. The of wages and salaries has never been straights.
af- money thus taken was put in various
After
ball
the
game
yesterday
certain additions which Crept In long mere wording of anything Is not what attained In any business, and never
was a general rush for investments, one of them being the
before the English prayer book wa'a makes it valuable; it is the heart of will be. There are always some who ternoon there
the
and but one re- Automobile Speed Indicator company,
nearest
cafes,
compiled. IB any such change is made the message that we must look for. get more than they are worth, and
was passed over the bar. All of which he was president.
quest
to
five
at
least
It would take
years
don't hold the Ten Commandments others who are worth more than they hands exclaimed in one
Within the past eighteen months
breath;
accomplish it."
dogmatic declarations, but as in get But the Inconsistencies In the
"A little of your prepared cereal, Hopkins lost his mother, daughter,
structions which' help us on the way existing pay rolls of the railways are
Good Enough a8 They Are
sister and wife by death. His confestoo glaring to be tolerable for long, please."
"I would oppose any change In the to a successful life.
The barkeepers at once began hand- sions came when- it became certain
. commandments," said the Rev. Isaac
because they are so great and inde
A Comparison With Baseball
out rye and corn whiskies, and that the defalcation would be discovfensible that they tend directly and ing
M. Haldeman, pastor of the first
ered by bank examiners, who had
"If I should start to be a baseball In a serioua measure to cause ineffi shells lager.
"There is no doubt," said Professor just set to work on the bank's books.
player I would probably get instruc- ciency.
H. I. Ball of the Johnsonian institutions as to what to eat, the exercise
ECZEMA TOTALLY
"that beer and liquor are both,
tion,
I; should take and. other things. We
in the strictest sense of the word,
AGE
OLD
OF
SIGNS
benot
OVERLAND MODEL 51
commandments
the
only
keep
Professor Atwater
WITH FORE OOORS
cause they are written for us, but be
Nowadays we see many women oth prepared cereals.
COVERED HIS FACE cause we know they are good for us." erwise attractive but who, because ot land other scientists assert that alco-ho- l CURES
ACUTE
OR
CATARRH,
Is a food. So, there you are."
"The Hill Climber,"
"I think the Ten Commandments stooping shoulders, appear much older
Car
Does Things
OR
MONEY
CHRONIC,
"What'll
BACK
have,"
you
the
are.
be
translated
into
should
English than they really
J.
E.
ROOERS, Agent.
The Johnsonian Institution burried-lWhen a Baby Hair All Came Out
This condition is usually caused by
language as nearly as possible as they
for
Would
pur
one
experimental
adjourned,
to
dollar
you
rid
pay
said
the
were written originally,"
during
Mother
carelessly assumed attitudes
Always Scratching
at Froiesaor Bail s expense.
yourself of disgusting catarrh?
Rev. Charles A. Eaton of the Madison the period of maturity which, allowed poses,
'
GotCulicuraand He was Cured
decid
who
President
Taft,
recently
Then go to E. G. Murphey today
should
"There
Avenue Baptist church.
to go uncorrected, has resulted in a
After 3 Years of Disease.
be no additions and nothing ex bodily- - deformity. It is possible to ed the question, "What is whisky?' and ask him for a Hyomei outfit and
I don't believe there is any correct these conditions and for every after everybody else had given it up, you will not only engage, but you will
"My son was about four months old punged. in
is likely to be asked to decide the own outright a little caarrh doctor
When he was taken with dreadful ecze
understanding them now. woman to have that erect, graceful
difficulty
latest problem in dietetics.
ma. I had four different The difficulty comes in keeping them.
that has cured more cases of catarrh
carriage, which bespeaks perfectly
Knox merely smiled when than all tho catarrh
doctors but they could Probably If
Secretary
were
shorter
they developed womanhood.
specialists on
they
not help him. The hair
asked if he regarded whisky aa a earth.
all came out and his face would be easier to commit to memcorrects
The Rexall Shoulder Brace
prepared cereal. The Kentucky conwas totally covered. His ory. I suppose that is the argument
In the $1.00 box which contains tho
to round or stooping
gressional delegation are said to be
eyes were shut and we advanced for the proposed change. any tendency
Hyomei outfit, you will find a little
inconven- a unit in favor of
so
without
does
shoulders
he
would
go
"mountain
thought
classing
blind. His limbs and body On the other hand, if they were a lit- ience or discomfort, and is light and
hard rubber vest pocket inhaler.
dew" as a breakfast food.
were also affected. He was tle harder to memorize
they
perhaps
Into this Inhaler you pour a few
cool. Unlike other braces on the man
clean
always scratching; 1 had would leave a more
"It bats the prohibitionists
lasting imprea
to keep nis little nanas
of Hyomei. Then all you have
un
drops
bind
not
continually
off their bases," joyfully remarked
tied down and he seemed slon on our minds. However, they are ket, it does
arms or across the shoulders, one of the Blue Grass representatives. to do is breathe through the little
to have a great deal of so
the
der
many other things that need attenpain. We did not know what to do. I
inhaler, either through the nose or
wearer that "harused to get sick handling him, from the tion Just now, I believe it would be does not give the
mouth, according to where the ca
most
was
sensation
nessed"
the corruption
produced by
always running.
way
as well to let the old Ten Command
TO SEE BATTLESHIP
. " But I got some Cuticura Soap and
is located.
tarrh
can
nor
interfere
it
shoulder
braces,
Cuticura Ointment and in a week or ments alone."
New Orleans, May 10. The battleWhen
you breathe HYOMEI you
see
the eruption drying
ten days I could
with the circulation.
to pre- breathe a powerful yet
up and before long he was cured, after
med- ship Idaho arrived here today
soothing, anti- is
recommended
brace
This
by
about three years of the terrible disease.
for
its
the
pare
Mississippi
HONORS
FOR
up
FUTURE
KING
If
trip
as
setlc
which
ar),
passes over the
and Is especially
Now he is nineteen years old and hat
ical authorities
not a sign of the old trouble. You see
Madrid, May 10. Flags were dis- adapted for children. We have the river. Leaving New Orleans next Mon" Inflamed and geijm ridden membrane
of the
I learned to save
the vessel will visit Donaldville, penetrates every fold and crevice and
lnclude a means of
doctors' bills by using Cuticura Soap played on all public buildings today exclusive agency for this brace, and day
will
recommend
Bayou destroys germs completely.
Plaquemine, Baton Rouge,
and at the naval and military sta- are able to fit either sex and
and Ointment and I
presenting the
any age Sara and Natchez. After
either to any one and advise them to tions . the customary salutes were
leaving
to the
Stomach dosing never cured ca
use them and receive a safe, speedy
from the child of four years to the Natchez the Idaho will visit
greatest
?position
Vicksburg tarrh, sprays and douches alwayB
cure. Mrs. Catherine Mocklin, Dock fired in honor' of the fourth birthday
fail;
adult weighing 300 pounds. Can be for three
Bt., Royalton, Pa., Feb. 21, 1910."
If
of
the
the
condition
Asprospective
of
of
days,
Prince
the
'the
To reach this
buyers.
anniversary
and why? because they don't get
Cuticura is the most economical treatobtained only at our store The Rex-a'- l river
and then will proceed where
permits,
ment for torturing, disfiguring affections turias, eldest son of King Alfonso
class in the southwest
the gems are, and as catarrh
Store. Price $1.00. E. G. Murphey. to Penascola to
of the skin of infants, children and adults. and heir to the Spanish throne. His
use the
rejoin the ships of Is a germ disease you must kill the
A singWcake of Cuticura Soap and box
the
third
division.
of Cuticura Ointment are often sufficient, royal highness has developed into a
germs, before you can cure catarrh.
J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
sturdy little chap and shows hopeful
mtlcun Soup (25c.). Ointment (60c), KMolrent
HTOMEI Is guaranteed by E. G. MurID m T r-Chamuse
"We
60c ), vvA chncbtite Coated Pills (25c.), are Kid
Ky.,
says,
signs of completely outgrowing the Greensburg,
Golden Wedding Rye, aged phey and by druggists everywhere to
Flrch'e
throujliout the world. Potter Dru A Chem. Corp,
In
our
own
berlain's
Remedy
Sole Prors., 137 Columbus Ave., Boston.
physical infirmities that marked his household Cough
and know it Is excellent." in the wood. Direct from distillery cure catarrh, coughs, colds, croup and
- rce, Cuticura Boot on sra uo scaip.
J
infancy.
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
For sale by all druggists.
sere throat.
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THE MEADOW CITY

CARRIES OFF
HONORS
BE MEETING

PLACE
OF STATE
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, NEXT YEAR

COUNCIL,

Las Vegas will be the
meeting place
the state council of the Knights
of Columbus' next year. This was decided at a meeting of the council held
yesterday in Albuquerque. Rev. Father
A. Rabeyrolle of this
city was elect-e-d
state chaplain to succeed the Rev.
Father A. M. Mandalart, S. J., of Albuquerque. Dr. W. R. Tipton of East
Las Vegas was
secretary,
adding to the honors received by this
city from the state council.
The complete list of officers elected 1b as follows:
State Deputy O. N. Marron.
State Secretary F. E. Wood.
Treasurer Dr. W. R. Tipton.
State Advocate E. R. Streicher.
State Warden T. A. Murphy.
Father Rabeyrolla of Las Vegas
succeeds Father Mandalarl, of Albuquerque, as chaplain of the order.
A resolution was adopted recommending that the subordinate councils
et apart the first meeting in October as a memorial day, to be celebrated by requiem mass in the
churches In memory of
deceased
brothers and by special memorial services In the various balls.
It was also decided that at the first
session of the legislature after statehood Is obtained, that body will be
memoralized to set apart the 12th
day of October, the date of the discovery of America, as a public holiday, to be known as Discovery day.
The state secretary and the state
deputy were designated to present
this matter to the legislaure.
A resolution was also adopted requesting the taking of necessary steps
to see that a copy of the Catholic Encyclopedia is placed in the state institutions of learning. This matter
will be taken up by the subordinate1
councils with the local school authorities, and It Is altogether
likely
that offers will be made to the different school boards to present copies ot the Encyclopedia to the various
schools in order that a full and fair
presentation - ot Catholta' Wmtory nd
literature may be acceesible to all
the school children In the territory.

CIVIL SERVICE
The civil service

JOBS OPEN
commission has
announced a number of examinations
to be held in Las Vegas In the near
future. These examinations will give
young people an admirable opportunity to qualify for good positions in
the government employ. The examinations, the date on which they wi'l
be held and the salaries to those who
receive appointments upon qualification are as follows: May' 24 and 25,
topographical draftsman and copyls;,
$900 to $1,500 per year; June 7 and
8, district inspector
of locomotive
boilers Interstate commerce commission, $1,800 per year; botanical translator, bureau of plant industry, $1,500
per year; preparator, National museum. $125 per month; engineer and
miller at San Carlos Indian agency,
Arizona, $900 per year. Further information concerning the examinations
may be obtained at the postoffire.

lines will be considered at any time
by the district officers in this city,
with the assurance that wherever It is
feasible the service will share in the
construction of a line.

TO EQUIP FORESTS
WITH TELEPHONE

NEW IRRIGATION

SYSTEMS
THREE HUNDRED MILES OF WIRE
TO BE STRUNG

AT COST

OF $6,000

Albuquerque, N. M., May 10. A. C.j
Ringland, chief forester of the Third
district, has ordered the construction
of extensive telephone lines primarily
for the use of the forest service
throughout many portions of the district. A large part of the construction will fall in New Mexico. Of the
total expenditure of $31,662.00
set
aside by the forester for building
BATTLESHIPS ON CRUISE
Washington, May 10. The second lines, New Mexico will use $6,000.00.
division of the Atlantic fleet is under Of about 600 miles to be constructed,
orders to sail from New York on 278 miles of line will be strung in
what promises to be a notable forejgn this (territory.
cruise. Visits will be made to one
Work will commence July first, anl
port each in Denmark, Sweden, Rus- will probably be completed by Sepsia and Germany. Captain Charles J. tember. Under the direction of enBadger Is In command of the squad- gineers of the district, preliminary
ron, which consists of the Louisiana, surveys have been completed over all
New Hampshire,
flagship, and the
parts of the proposed line. A sud- Kansas and South Carolina.
stantial form of construction, employing standard sizes of poles and
will be used.
HAS ANYBODY SEEN . wire
The total mileage of telephone lines
now in operation in the third district
WM. CULLEN HICKS? will be increased to 1,386 miles. New
Mexico mileage will be increased to
472 miles.
The total length of lines
THE RATON RANGE ASKS THE in the Alamo
forest, with headQUESTION TO LOCATE
quarters at Antonlto, 74 miles; in the
RECTO "PATRIOT"
Gila forest, headquarters
at Silver
City, 260 miles; in the Jemez forest,
Wo know he is not here, so he must headquarters at Santa Fe, 80 miles;
be there or somewhere else, although in the Lincoln forest, headquarters
he has left evidences of his having at Capitan, 27 miles; in the Pecoa forbeen here, behind him, says the Raton est, headquarters at Santa Fe, sumRange. About three weeks ago, or mer headquarters at Panchuela river,
somewhat longer to be more definite, 26 miles;, In the Zunl forest, heada little sawed oft pompous individual quarters at Albuquerque, 10 miles.
Telephone boxes stationed at inwearing the coat of a preacher, carry
tervals
in the forests along the
la
ing a politician's voice and lidded a
western drifted into our hamlet from routes of rangers add to the efficiency
the "Meadow City" way. He was of the service.
A phone Is being devised under thij
stuck on himself because he was .the.
'
direction
of the department that will
endorse
had
who
the
dlmicrat
"only
ment of the people of Arizona, for be portable, and can be attached to
the senatorial toga." Mr. Hicks, .ex- the line at any point. This will enuded confidence in big gobs, and got able rangers who are riding on horse
the goat of one individual at least. back, to cut in at any time or place.
Mr. Hicks, so his story runs, has a) A phone weighing fourteen pounds
dear brother back t: Ada,. Oklahoma.1 has been perfected, and a few weeks
who Is lust pining to cash his drafts, mora will probably see the develop
which
at $25.00 a cyclone. Mr. Hicks has ment of the
started one of these little twisters in will' fill the requirements of the deAttwo cities in our fair state to be partment in every particular.
will
form
to
tached
the
MISSISSIPPI BANKERS
it
saddle,
dear
back
part
brother
sometime; but the
Greenwood, Miss., May 10. Many at Ada, evidently holds our Mr. Hicks of the equipment of the forest scout.
A feature of the forest phones that
prominent financiers were present as too dear for him, for back the cy
this morning at the opening of the clone comes with a whirlwind finish means much in the development of
annual meeting of the with the notation, "nothin' doin,' not New Mexico's pioneer communities is
twenty-thirthe faot that the liberal administraassociation. Presi- to home."
Bankers'
Mississippi
dent B. W. Griffith of Vicksburg call- ' A Mrs. Shank of Las Vegas, and a tion of the forests is willing that
ed the gathering to order and deliv Mr. Adams of Raton, have seen his ranchers shall connect with the lines.
ered his annual address. The sessions "draught" to their sorrow 25 a look So long as the purposes of the depart
so If anybody there sees our Mister ment are not interfered with by the
will continue over tomorrow. Presi
addition to phones, any rancher will
American
O.
of
the
F.
Watts
dent
HIckey kindly give him our kinde-JPlans for
Bankers' association Is among the and don't blame Raton if thou too be permitted to connect.
in the construction of
scheduled speakers.
gets stung.
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ELKS IN SESSION
Tulsa, Okla., May 10. The annual
convention of the Oklahoma Elks,
which opened in this city today, Is
the largest gathering in point of attendance that the order in this state
has ever held. Oklahoma City is represented by a 'large delegation and '
making a strong effort to secure next
year's convention. The gathering wlil
last two days and will include many
features of entertainment in addition
to the usual amount of business.
OKLAHOMA

WESTERN UNION TO
MAKE BJGGUARANTY
'

IN
MAMMOTH
SUM INVOLVED
PROPOSED AGREEMENT TO
'
USE CABLE LINES

London,
it is stated that
the guarantee which the Western
Union Telegraph company . proposes
Teleto make to the
graph company is equivalent to 3
per cent on the total share capital
of the latter of 7,000,000 pounds, or
about $35,000,000, and this guarantee
is to be in perpetuity. This involves
an obligation on the part of the
Western Union of 262,500 pounds, or
$1,312,500 per annum,
Mr. Carson, the general manager
of the Anglo company, was reported
a fe days ago in the London Times
to have said: "We do not think the
rates are reducible."
May 10.

Anglo-Americ-

3-- 4

JAMES O. BENNETT Id 70
New York, May 10. James Gordon
Bennett, editor and proprietor of the
New York Herald, reached his seventieth milestone today, having been
born May 10, 1841. Mr. Bennett enjoys life in Europe Of late years his
visits to New York have become fewer and farther between, although he
"is the Herald as of old." Those
who met him on his latest visit here
noticed that time deals kindly with
him. He still has the bright aggressive face and the big determination of
character that was stamped upon his
brow when he was a more familial
figure i,n the streets of New York than
he is today.

From It

phoric Acid combined" and Potash
cent from a total of 101.07.

f.

per

of PhosConsiderable more than one-hal-f
phate of Potash.
shows; Potassium
Analysis of Grape-Nut- s
and Phosphorus (which join and make Phosphate of Potash) is considerable more than
one-hal- f
of all the mineral salts in the food.
Dr. Geo. W. Carey, an authority on the
constituent elements of the body, says:
"The gray matter of the brain is controlled
Potasentirely by the inorganic
sium Phosphate (Phosphate of Potash).
This salt unites with albumen and by the
addition of oxygen cfeatea nerve fluid or the
gray matter of the brain. Of course, there
is a trace of other salts and other organic
matter in nerve fluid, but Potassium Phosphate is the chief factor, and has the power
within itself to attract, by its own law of
affinity, all things needed to manufacture
the elixir of life."
Further on he says: "The beginning and
end of the matter is to supply the lacking
principle, and in molecular form, exactly
as 'nature furnishes it In vegetables, fruits
and grain. To supply deficiencies this is
the only law of cure."
The natural conclusion is that if Phosphate of Potash is the needed mineral element In brain and you use food which does
not contain it, you have brain fag because
fta" daily loss is not supplied.
On the contrary, if you eat food known
to be rich In this element, you place before
the life forces that which nature demands
for bralnbuildlng.
Mind does not work well on a brain that
is broken down by lack of nourishment.
A peaceful ana evenly poised mind is
necessary to good digestion.
cell-sal-

.

Worry .anxiety, fear, hate, etc., etc., directly interfere with or stop the flow of
Ptyalin the dlgesilve juice of the mouth and
also interfere with the flow of the digestive
juices of stomach and pancreas.
Therefore, the mental state of the individual has much to do (more than suspected) with digestion.
Brain is made of Phosphate of Potash as
the principal mineralsalt, added to albumen
and water.

t,

-

(there
these elements.

Analysis of brain by an unquestionable
of mineral
authority, Geoghegan, shows Potash
comSalts Phosphoric Acid and 2.91
per cent
bined (Phosphate cjt Potash)
of the total, 5.33 of all mineral Salts.
This is over one-halBeaunls, another authority, shows Phos

73.44

,

--

DIPHTHERIA NO

SOME REASONS WHY

LONGER FATAL

COMPANY

Santa Fe, N. M., May 10. Articles
of Incorporation were filed yesterday
in the territorial secretary's office by
the Gallinas Irrigation Land company
which will have its main office in
Las Vegas, San Miguel county and
names Stephen B. Davis, Jr., as its
statutory agent The company is
capitalized at $50,000 and consists of
500 shares at $100 each. The stockholders are David J. Leahy, Herbert
W. Clark and Stephen B. Davis, Jr.,
each of whom owns $1,000 worth of
stock '

Can't Get Away
Is It possible to nourish, strengthen and
Rebuild the Brain by Food?
Every man who thinks uses up part of the
brain each day. Why don't it all disappear
and leave an empty skull in say a month of
brain work? Because the man rebuilds
each day.
If he builds a lettle less than he destroys,
result
brain fag and nervous prostration
sure. If he builds back a little more each
JJaTT the brain grows stronger and more
sure: Where does
capable. That also is
rebuild his brain?
to
material
man get the
Is it from air, sky r the ice of the Arctic
sea? When you come to think about it,
the rebuilding material must be in the food
and drink.
That also ia sure.
Are the brain"7ebuilding materials found
in all food? In a good variey but not in
suitable proportion in all.
To illustrate: we know bones are made
from
largely of lime and magnesia taken
strucbone
make
to
healthy
therefore
food;
ture we must have food containing these
feed only sugar
things We would hardly bone
Btructure in
and fat to make healthy
a growing child.
Likewise if we would feed In a skilfull
manner to insure getting what the brain
rebuilding, we
requires for strength and
must first know what the brain Is composed
articles
of and then select some article or contain
are more than one) that

3

GrapeNuta contain that element as more
than one-haof all its mineral salts.
lf

healthy brain is Important, if one would
"do things" in this world.
A man who sneers at "Mind" sneers at
ihe best and least understood part of himself. That part which some folks believe
'inks us to the Infinite.
Mind asks for a healthy brain upon which
to act, and Nature has defined a way to
make a healthy brain and renew It day by
day as it is used up from work of the
previous day.
Nature's way to rebuild is by the use of
food which supplies the things required.
Brain rebuilding material is certainly found
in
A

GrapeNuts
"There's a Reason"
Postum fcereal Company, Ltd.
Battle Creek, Mich.

'
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Press. report is printed

I

HONEST presentation of daily happenings

I

EVERYTHING decent to print goes into

1

THE full Associated
.

BY

day.

ANTI-TOXI-

New York, May 10. That the
lives of fifty thousand
Ameri
chilof them
cans, nine-tentdren, are saved every year as a result
of the progress that has been made
by medicine in dealing with diphtheria
is the statement made by Earl Mayo
in a discussion of the conservation
of child life published In The Outlook. Statistics are given to show
that the death rate from this disease
in 18s)0 in the registration area of the
United States was 978 for each million of population. In 1900 following
the general adoption of diphtheria
anti-toxidiscovered as a result of
experiments upon animals, the race
had fallen to 452 for each million of
population, a reduction of more than
one-halSince 1900 the deaths from
dlptheria have continued to decline
and in 1910 they amounted to only 267
for each million of population, a
cording to the returns for the state
of New York.
But the saving of
lives Is even greater than the author
has estimated. It is pointed out that
as a result of animal experiments now
under way in the study of other aliments similar results may yet the oh
tained with other diseases of child
n

hood.
Puff Makers on Strike
Fashionable women who have de
layed ordering their spring and sum
mer supply of the puffs, rats and
other mysterious paraphernalia with
which woman's natural supply of
hair la augmented face an embarrassing state of affars. The reason for
this is the strike of the workers engaged in the making of switches,
transformations and similar aids lo
art. These employes
the
demand an advance in wages and
claim that at the rates they are now
paid they are not even able to equip
themselves wtlth a fair supply of the
artificial curl which they turn out in
such numbers for their more fortun
ate sisters. Aa this city la the center
ot ihe artificial hair market the
dearth in the supply of women's most
widely used aids to nature la likely to
cause general distress unless the in
dignation of the feminine public puts
an early end to the present contest.
For the past two years the manufacture of hair supplies and substitutes
for ihair has enjoyed a boom as the
mounted
fashionable coiffure has
higher and higher and the importa
tions of human hair from Turkey,
China and other remote parts of the
world have Increased tremendously
lately. Impracticable persons of the
male sex have suggested that the
present difficulty might be met by
using last season's styles, but the
horror with which this proposal was
received is convincing evidence that
if there Is anything more useless
than a last year's bird's nest it must
be last year's rats and curls.
Bankruptcies on Increase
So many bankruptcies have occurred in New York during the business
depression of the past three years
that the files of the United States
district court used for records of
these cases are filled to overflowing
and there Is no place to store the
new petitions that are received from
day to day. Over 15,000 cases of bankruptcy have been recorded since the
present law went into effect 12 years
ago and there are between two and
three thousand cases) now pending
before referees, some of which have
been In progress for more than ten
years. The records in eacn case are
voluminous and five rooms have been
filled with filing cases
containing
them. Now the limit of space in the
present quarters of the court have
been reached and the only way out of
the difficulty apparently is for the
government to provide a new home
for It. This Uncle Sam can well afford to do as his, revenues from
bankruptcy cases in this city Is over
$40,000 a year.
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Shake Into Your Shoes
the antiseptic powAllen's Foot-Easder. It relieves painful, smarting,
tender, nervous feet, and Instantly
takes the sting out of corns and
It's the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
Is a certain relief for sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Always use It to break In new shoes.
Try It today. Sold everywhere, 25
cents. Donl accept any substitute.
For FREE trial package, address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
e,

bun-Ion-

s.

'

$800.00
F. O.
Detroit
B.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY, Agents;
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

I

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among: al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

That property you want to sell is WORTHlMOST to someone who reads the ads, in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised herei
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper t want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and'musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things; they have come to be the finders of the
,'.

best markets!

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She says: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him aid he has never been
bothered since." Croup, whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
algenuine Is In the yellow package
'
O. O.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Foley's Kidney Remedy Acted Quickly
M. N. George, Irondale, Ala., was
bothered with kidney trouble for many
years. "I was persuaded to try Fol-leKidney Remedy, and before taking It three days I could feel its beneficial effects. The pain left my back,
my kidney action cleared up, and I
am so much better. I do not hesitate
to recommend Foley Kidney Remedy." O. O. Scahefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
y

For soreness of the muscles whether induced by violent exercise or
Chamberlain's Liniment Is
Thte liniment is also highly
esteemed for the relief it affords In
at
In
beer
the
Best draught
city,
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all
the Lobby, of course.

1

A Safe and Absolutely Harmless

Digestion Tonic
Prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a Physician, Surgeon and Pharmaceutist
of acknowledged standing.
Stomalix, already favorably known
to, and recommended by the medical
profession, is introduced to the public
as the best and safest treatment fur
the cure of ,

Diseases of the Stomach

and Intestines
relieving pain, aiding digestion, stimthe entire
ulating appetite and
' toning
system.
No alteration in the patient's usual
diet need be made, except ifi extreme
cases.
,
,1,
Stomalix is gradual and benign in
its results, rendering the patient a
well man, and not the victim of a
drug habit. It is invaluable to brain
workers; it increases the capacity for
effort, corrects ailments of children,
and benefits both young and old.
I
Far Sale hy all Druggists.
.

E. FOUQERA & CO.;
New York.
Agents, U.S.
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"'Hotel
and he can die in peace.
in 1310,
i J.i.9r'-iESTABLISHED
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The man who does lb
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whom everything
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SUIT TO CANCEL

PERSONALS

Dave Darling r of Trinidad, Colo.,
nere on business before the federal
court.
,,
,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Talley are here
from their home near Chen-vvalto
visit mends. wn

coniey, Santa Fe division
,
master mechanic, is here from his
headquarters In Raton.
xosioince inspector W. A. Golden
lert last night Oh an official business
trip to Des Moines, la.
Joe L. Matt, who had been visiting
nere a few days, returned
yesterday
to his home in Tres Ilermanos.
F. J. paradise of Denver, who has
been here on business
for nevcral
days, left today for Albuquerque.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Mrs. F. C. Smith left this afternoon
for
Kansas City, Mo., to join her hus
Phone Malu 3
band, who is in that city on 8anU
Fe business.
Mrs. Mack Hlghfill is here from hor
home in Trinidad to testify in the
JUAREZ FALLS
case of the United States against
her husband.
(Continued From Page Qae)
John Lewis, of Pueblo, Colo., Is
here to visit his son, John" Lewis,
A tew more shots and a white flag Jr., one of the
proprietors of the
was hoisted over the barracks.
White Kitchen.
An Associated Press correspondent
Mrs. George A. Mllroy will leuve to
returned from Juarez at 12:10, where morrow for
California In
cities
ie interviewed General Pasqual Oroas- - of which state she will several
visit diu-iiico, the rebel commander. General the next
several weeks.
Orozco declared that none of his offl
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Miller of
cers had been wounded and that he
Salem, 111., who had been the guunts
had practically driven all the federa's of
their sister, Mrs. M. It. Rogers for
from town.
a few days, left for Donver and otbr
The correspondent talked with Col- western
points today.
onel Pueblito, of the federal army,
C. B. Barker, a mineral Inspector
who has a severe wound in one of his
for the government land office in Ban
eyes. Pueblito declared that Colonel ta
Fe, was in Los Vegas today to tesTamborel was dead. He said he hardin the case of the United States
tify
believed
the insurrectos could
ly had
Mack inghfilj, which U occuagainst
take the town so easily.
of the United
pying the attention
Estimates of the number of dead States court.
and wounded are rising rapidly. Most
i'
R. II. Hawkins, chief clerk to Suof the dead have been dragged from
the streets end buried. The residents perintendent W. C. Black of the
s
Telegraph
company,
of the town are striving valiantly to Postal
at
was
VeIn
Las
Denver,
give succor to the wounded, whose
company
groans of pain are plainly heard in gas today, looking after
business. Mr. Hawkins U well known
the streets.
in the territory, having been manager
J. R. Crum, one of the members of
for the Postal company at Albuquerthe American legion, who yesterday
was reported killed, was very much que for eleven years.
Bringing with them a large num
alive today. While the federal fire
was fiercest he exposed himself in ber of handsome bass, O. M. Ward
A. L. Gump returned this afterthe middle of the main thoroughfare and
noon from Springer,
where they
to give some water to a dying sol- had been on a
and fishing
hunting
dier. Many bullets whizzed by him
trip. The party hd some narrow esbut he stooJ in the street, helping tha capes,
according to'the story, but these
wounded rebel, who was an American.
will never, leak out. A big
probably
Another American distinguished him ! turtie was one of the trophies of the
'
self ty climbing to the top of a big trip.
water tank, and hoisting a rebel flag. W. B. Story, fourth
and F. C. Fox, general manager of
tae Western grand division of the
GENERAL MADERO EXPLAINS 'Santa Fe.''i are expected
to pass
through Las Vegas tomorrow on their
way to Albuquerque, where they will
(Continued From Page One)
meet J. W. Kendrick, the vice-preof the road who has been spend
dent
acted
have
I
because
quiet conscience,
Mr. Fox
with good laith and right intentions. ing the winter in California.
Is a favorite with Las Vegas people
With these motives I serenely
and enjoys his visits here. Several
await the verdict of public opinion. of his
friends are plapnlng
With reference to the negotiations for to meet him at the station.
peace, I always have manifested my
disposition to carry them to a conclu
sion, and if they have not arrived at ORE FROM
a satisfactory arrangement it is not
throneh mv ambition, for I am dis
MINE SHOWS VALUES
posed to renounce my position as probecause of the
visional president,
ambition and aloofness of General TESTS APPLIED AT COLORADO
Diaz, who has been asked by national
60 POUNDS
Our responsibility
if A&ever
lost sight of for a' moment
In prescription
filling. Every
prescription
our
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

Iicml-quarter-

t,

old-tjm- e

POUR

will

CITY, COLO.,

to retire.

"The promises which he makes in
the manifesto are vague and there fs
little hope that they will be fulfilled,
if we take into consideration that he
has laughed at promises which were
much more precise.

'"(Signed)

"FRANCISCO I. MADERO, JR."
FLEM1NG1RESIGNS
iContinued From Page Onej

the four
Fleming stated that during
new me
baa
he
that
half
a
and
.years
endeavhad
he
position .of secretary
ored to promote the interest, not only
at
of the club but of the community, in
business
the
that
but
all times,
not permit
which he is engaged does
of peramount
same
the
to
him
give
club
the
to
time
sonal attention and
to
able
give,
formerly
was
that he
was
and that he understood that it
work
nave
the.
to
not satisfactory
these . readelegated to others. For,
iu
interested
is
still,
sons, while he
and
the1 Wganlzation
of
success
the
to farther its
would do all possible
It would be
that
thought
interest, he
take up
else
one
better to have some
secretary.
of
work
the active
A number of public propositions
were considerfrom different sources
favored but were not passed upon
s
there
that
fact
the
ably owing to
no mean of financing any publiicty
campaign ai this time.
the board
All ' of the j members of
Nordhaua
Messrs.
were present except
and flosklmv. K
,
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The case of the Hulled State
against Mack Hlghfill, a civil action
to cancel a patent on 160 acres of
land In Union county, was called for
hearing In tho United States district
court this morning. At noon the case
was still In progreits and It was be
lieved the action would occupy the attention of the court during the Whole
of tlio afternoon session. Hlghfill Is
rtiriHtiitid by W. J. Lucas and A.
C. MrClieKhey, an attorney of Trinidad, Colo., while the United State in
represented by Its attorney, David J.
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and supposed to have been
bound by Nicolas Eve, an old book
in an old binding, cleverly touched up
by a nineteenth ooutuiy bookbinder,
sod not the orinlimt work ot the
century binder?
If these things are forgeries, how
many other forgeries are there in the
library which brought $997,000 for onof its volumes?
ly
These questions every bibliophile
who followed the Hoe sale will ask
himself, while the executors of the
Hoe estate, under whose direction the
sale was held, strive to decide what
is to be done concerning the very spe
cific charges relating to the two boolca
made by Dr. I S. Baer, of Frankfort Germany.
12,000

six-teet- h

one-quart-

WOMAN PROPOSES
TAX ONSPINSTERS
BAY STATE DOCTOR'S PLAN ALSO
INCLUDES LEVY ON CHILDLESS WIVES

Boston, May 10. Mrs. Charlotte
Smith of Boston, wanted to tax bache
lors, but the legislature didn't see it
that way. Now Dr. Bertha C. Downing of Worcester calls for a tax on
women
and childless
unmarried
wives.
The Idea of taxing unmarried women
strikes the Boston bachelors as a
splendid answer to Mrs. Smith's pro
posal to tax them. Mrs. Smith's argument was that the men are selfish
and will not assume matrimonial
cares.
Dr. Downing believes that women
should wed, also that they should
women
have children,
especially
whose husbands are well able to sup
port a family.
"The Increase In luxury," she said
today, "prevents many from marrying
at all."
Dr. Downing also blames the tend
ency to intellectuality among women
for the lack ot marriage. Her tax, she
says, would make a girl hesitate before she decided to reject an eligible
suitor for the sake of her books and
single blessedness.
--

Oppose Champagne Tax
of the Great White
Frequenters
Way who umnluVr It lu bad taete to
ewtt atHMit th.ir tavwlte iiaauu
iu d?Utthc hours oharmctorlM
the
present year aa the moat doleful In
their memory. Its very opening was
inauspicious and presaged trouble.
New Year's eve is always a' night of
revelry along Broadway but as it fell
oh a Saturday night this year no
drinks could be sold after midnight;
which is the hour at which the true
Broadwaylte really begins to live. The
gloom caused by this sad occurrence
had not yet disappeared when a lobster feminine hove In sight. For a
time it was feared that many deaths
from starvation might occur, sln.-lobster la popularly supposed to be
the only food which is eaten by those
who
nightly frequent Broadway's
great restaurants and hotels.
The
timely arrival of a large shipment
from northern waters, however, averted suoh a catastrophe. Now, however, has come the worst blow of all
in the form of a bill which has been
Introduced at Albany which proposes
to impose a tax of fifty cents on each
bottle of champagne sold that is to
Increase the price of "Joywater" to
five dollars a quart. As a result an
other layer of gloom has fallen on
Broadway, and loud and long have
been the walls of woe from the fre- -
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Interest Paid on. Time Deposits

The Dollar Race

.11

Imit

Is not won by him who carriq most, but by him who
saves most. No matter what he. makes the man
who spends all will always be poor.

Save Something
'! ';

1
J!

,' '! Every pay day.be It ever so little. Deposit it with
this bank, so the cash will earn something- for you.
bo ashamed of depositing- - 'small
sums.
, Ion't
''Many a mlcTcle makes muckle."
-
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LAS-VEGA- S

SAVINGS ! BAUK'
1

H. TURNER.

rdjut'

-

'0o.

NOTICE
Donald Turner, my stepson, having
left my home, I will not be respon-

30, The railway oa the otbbf
baud eliim that 04 the present bfti
of pay they loe money jo all theif
nut it service and that any
ment of moil rates that may be attempted should provide for wiping out
their present deficit from this source,
which is now estimated to be about
120,000,000 a year.

delve

name It bears has lot forever the
Great White Way vote.
BASEBALL SCORES;.
Taking Malt Census .
'
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
ItvLng completed a census of her 4-population New Tork la now taking a
census of the mall matter as a result
of the order of the postmaster general
National League
to a number of postoffices in this
8; Philadelphia 1. ,
Pittsburg
state directing them to keep an exact
New York 5; Chicago 2.
record of the amount of mall of each
Cincinnati 6; Boston 3.
of the four different classes handled
St. Louis 2; Brooklyn 0.
during the current month. This novel census is generally regarded as deAmerican League
signed to secure data that will have
Detroit 10; New York 0.
a bearing on the proposal to reduce
Boston 6; Cleveland 4.
letter postage to one cent, It Is
In political crcles here that
Western League
Secretary Hitchcock la ambitious to
Lincoln 6; Omaha 1.
make at least
beginning in the esWichita 14; St. Joseph S.
tablishment ot penny postage before
Sliwx City 3; Topeka 2.
the end of his term. While it Is Denver 7; Des Motnes 0.
known that the government derives
mall there lx
a profit from first-clas- s
American Association
no means of knowing under the presColumbus 3; Ind!anaaolui 1.
ent method of poatofflce accounting
Kansas City 6; Minneapolis 8.
what the profit or loss on any particuToledo 13; Louisville H.
lar class amounts to and it is supposMilwaukee 2; St. Taul 1.
ed to be this information that tho
present Investigation is designed to
supply. In the matter ot transportation, since practically all payments
are based upon weight, tho postoffioe
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
pays to tho railroads no more for the
All Kinds ot
movement of a ton of letters for which iOtttlmatea Furnished on
s
Woi
Speclaltr.
job
Building
It receives 1640 than for a ton ot
338.
Main
Optic.
socond-clas-s
Opposite
Phone
re
matter for which it
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PREDICT DELAY IN TRIAL
a
Los Angeles, May 10. The trials ot
John J. McNamara, secretary of the
International Bridge and Structural
Iron Workers, and his brother, James
B. McNamara, on charges of murder
by dynamite, are not expected to be
held until September, according to official statements made today. These
statements were made upon the suspicion that the defense will ask for
delay. The application for the fixing of ball for John J. McNamara ou
the charge of dynamiting, which Judge
Bordwell disallowed, pointed out as
an indication that the defense will not
press for rn immediate trial.

hi

Safeguard Your Food

CARJAIIE

HIGHFILU

Arronllim to tlii statement made to
th court lit I lie opening of the trial
by Mr. I.enliy. HlKhflll filed at the
government land office In Clayton in
February, 1it02, Ills Intention of r- claiming and purclutnlriK n) ucres of
Kovernmenr, desert land. At the lime
of filing ha iirnentftd it map will)
plans for a sytmn of Irrigation nIiow-tuHie source of lli waM-- r which
Intended I" l'114' At Ilia kuiiiii flint
lllKliflll jmld HO, or fwnty five etniis
acre, uti.tr llletinil infoi'iiied in
land office that he had xptindd ill"
sum of $1 per &ire ill Improving and
reclaiming i he land, On January D,
19011, High fill sulimllM final proof.
and f n Felit'tiaiy 22 of the same year
he paid (he aum of C() fur final pu.'
chase, upon willed lis rwelved Ida
patent.
allowed In It
V4The
Hulled fltt
titriU'inent ,hat Illktiflll had made
Klatement In writing and uimW oath
if
that ho had placed thirty sere
the land under fiultlvtttloti.had har
vested hay. had distributed water ta
a depth of two Inchee over the tratt
soverul tlirws lu V.m, 1004 and 1905
and bad dug two main Irrigation
ditches.
It la denied by the United States
that Hlghfill cultivated the thirty
acres, irirgated the land or dug the
ditches. The United States asks that
the patent be revoked and that High- Mil give a deed to the land back to
the plaintiff and pay costs. HlghtUl
denies the latter allegations of tae
complaint.
A considerable number of witnesses
were examined for plaintiff and defendant, among who were officials who
visited the land. The case promises
to be one of the hardest fought ac- ions of the present term.
The grand Jury is still busily
work. No indictments had been re-truned at the noon recess but It was
expected that two or more true bills
would be brought in during the after
noon. Judge Clarence j. KODens tnis
morning discharged the petit jury un
til 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
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an Edison or a
Columbia Phonograph

UNITED 8TATE8 COURT OCCUPIED
WITH CIVIL ACTION AGAINST-MAC-

rtf r
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Romero's
Ore from ' Margarito
mine at El Porvenir is making good
showings under the tests to which it
has been subjected in the mills and
smelters. Hardwick and Weeks, who
conduct a concentrator in Colorado
City, Colo., and to whom Mr. Romero
shipped some ore a short time ago,
have written that tests applied to
Is there anything in all this world
small quantity of the ore show sixty that is of more importance to you
digestion? Food must be
pounds of pure copper to the ton or than goodsustain
life and must be di
fifteen grains to the ounce. Hardwick eaten to
gested and converted into blood. When
best
out
not
the
did
Weeks
and
pick
the digestion fails the whole body
are
of the ore but expect to make a big suffers. Chamberlains Tablets
run this week. They say the ore should a rational and reliable cure for Indi
Increase the flow of
show a profit of $4 a ton. Hardwick gestion. They
bile, purify the blood, strengthen tho
consider
save
to
and Weeks expect
stomach, and tone up the whole diable values In silver in the concen gestive apparatus to a natural and
trates. Mr. Romero is still pushing healthy action. For sale by all
work on hia tunnel which will Inter
sect the main shaft of the mine.
The street department is engaged
When the tunnel has been completed
in
extesive
improving National avenue on the
an
mining can be done on
The street' is being
Normal hill.
scale.
graded and the gutters cleaned. With
TT"
MURDERESS 'PAID FOR FUNERAL the new drainage pipe recently run
New Yorkv .'May 10. Mrs. Frances from the lower end ot the street Into
storm water will
O'Shaughnessjr, fv who murdered he the Gallinas river,
husband several days ago to "save his be carried off the hill and the streets
with quickness and little
soul." as she explained, wrote a pltifu at its foot
likelihood of flooding even in heavy
the
the
directing
Tombs,
from
letter
rains.
priest who had married her to use
husband'
for
her
of
$140
her savings
Santa Fe passenger train No. 10
funeral exDenses. "I love him Still,
west was" four hours late to
from"the
- "baV
no
see
'that
she wrote,please
Albu
flowers are accept' from the wo day. Engine .trouble south of
i been
the
to
aueraue'ie
said
have
'
man who rulped .both ;bur lives,
the
of
cause
an
from
delay.'
was
burled,
O'Shaughnessy"
undertaking establishment lattf ye
followed
ihe, i, Read The OptiqA It carries the full
teraav.
Associated Press report. .
'
V,
hearse,
'."
,
'j;
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a
line. No ad to occupy less space than
two lines. All advertisements charg
ed will be booked at space actually
set, without regard to number of
words. Cash in advance preferred.
RATES FOR

Wanted

BACK
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French Legal Time Is at Last Made
to Conform to That of Eastern
Europe.
French legal time Is at last to be
brought Into conformity with the international time of Eastern Europe,
and is to correspond exactly to that
of London. For this purpose the
Paris clock will have to be put back
nine minutes, the difference between
Greenwich and Paris. When, by an
time
international
understanding,
cones with one hour's difference were
adopted for Eastern, Central and
Western Europe, with the meridian
of Greenwich as the starting point,
France held aloof. It would have
come, of course, under the Eastern division, but it objected to adopting the
meridian of Greenwich for that of
Paris. The difference was only nine
minutes, which was another reason
for not making the change, as it
seemed a small matter. But in 1898
the chamber voted the adoption of
the hour in the international conven
tlon. The ministers at the time disagreed on the subject, and the senate
left the matter in abeyance. A few
weeks ago the minister of public
works wrote to the commission of the
senate, of which M. de Freyclnet is
chairman, and Informed him that the
ministers were now agreed. The com'
mission at once met, and a favorable
report was" drawn up, and has now
been submitted to the senate. The
exact difference between London and
Paris Is 9 minutes 21 seconds, and the
change will be made as soon as the
senate has approved It by a vote.
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THE LOBBY

REPORT

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE
Warranty Deeds
Fred W. Browne et ux. to Emil
Goetsch et ux, Janaury 3, 1911, lots
10 and 11 Petersburg.
Consideration

BEST GOODS

SOCIETY

ALWAYS ..HANDLED

OBTAINABLE

Certificate of Redemption
Eugenlo Romero to Eusebio Cha-ca- n
April 29,1911, $650 lots and improvements, corner of New Mexico
and Valencia avenue.

CHAPMAN

M.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-ktul-

Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of the fourth
Thursday of each month, eighth
thirtieth breath. Visiting
run,
brothers always welcome to the
W. O. Wood,
wigwam.
sachem;
David Flint, chief of records and
collector of wampum.

RED MEN

Regular communication first and
third Thursday In each
month. Visiting broth,
era cordially invited.
William H. Stapp. W. M.;. Chas. H.
Sporleder, Secretary.
A.

ar

conclave second Tues-da- y
in each month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C.
S. C; Chas. Tamme,

-

NO.

3,

I

DAILY OPTIC'S

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month at O. R. C. halL Visiting
Brothers are cordially invited. G.
'
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
Condon, Secretary
Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month, at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
B. F. McGuire, President; E. C.
Ward, Secretary.

F. O. E.
CHAPTER
VEGAS
LAS
ROYAL ARCH MASONS

iiuii.

DIRECTORY

AND BUSINESS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. &

im .n-

THE

I

II.
Fred W. Browne et pr to Emil
Goetsch et ux November 29, 1910, 160
acres Las Vegas grant. Consideration
U.
Noah A. Robinson et ux to Emil
Goetsch et ux. December 15, 1911, 160
acres Las Vegas grant.
Considera
tion $1.
Emanuel Valdez to Enrique Perea
April 15, 1311, land in precinct No.
36. Consideration $185.
R. G. Hlbs et ux to George Ballanck
April 27, 1911, 160 acres in San Miguel county. Consideration $1.
R. A. Morley et ux. to Paul Well-rick- ,
January 9, 1909, lot 3 and 4 Newark. Consideration $10.
I. K. Spurrier et ux, to August Buch- holz, April 19, 1911, land in Las Ve
gas grant. Consideration $1.
Lula Kehr to Samuel S. Kehr, Jan.
26, 1911, land In Las Vegas grant.
Consideration $800.

j

Regular
convocation first Monday
in each month at Masonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
m. J. A. Rutledge, H- - KNIGHTS OF
COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
P.- - Chaa
H. SDorleder.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
.
secretary.
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
building.
Visiting members are cor.
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
dially Invited. W. R. Tipton, O. K.;
S. Meets second and fourth ThursE. P. Mackel, F. S.
days in Masonic Temple. Mrs.
M.
Tripp, Worthy Matron; I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Agnes
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
1. Meets every Monday evening at
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
their hall on Sixth "street All visit
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
tog brethren cordially invited to attend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
NO
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,
PYTHIAS
OF
Meets
KNIGHTS
Secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer;
every Monday eveC V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
ning in Castle hall.
Visiting Knights are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
invited.
cordially
Meets the second and fourth FriChas. E. Liebschdays of each month in the W- - O.
nier, Chancellor
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Commander. Harry
Christopher
Clay, Venerable
Consul; George
Martin, Keeper of
EES? Records and Seal.
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
assistant deputy. Visiting Neighbors are cordially Invited.
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
DENTISTiJ.
and third Wednesdays of each
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Bayward, F. M.; W. A
mem
Glvens, Secretary,
visiting
DENTIST
bers cordially invited.
Office Pioneer Building
Rooms 3 and 4
NO
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
Office
Phone Main 57
102 Meets every Monday night at
. . :
Residence
Main 413
Phone
Schmidt
their hail in the
building,
west of Fountain Square, at eight
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members are corDENTI8T
Fred
welcome.
Phillips, presi
dially
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Suite 4, Crockett
Building. Has phones
Bally, Treasurer.
at office and residence.

J

o

B

JrI

WANTED Parties in Las Vegas who
would like to trade city property
BLOCKADED
nere for iarm lana in Illinois or HOW CAT WON LASTING FAME
Texas. For further Information see
Harris Real Estate Co., 614 Lincoln Klddo, Feline Mascot of the Airship EVERY HOUSEHOLD IN EAST LAS
VEGAS SHOULD KNOW HOW
Avenue.
America, Is Celebrated by Walter
TO RESIST IT
Wellman In His Story.
A first class
WANTED
seamstress.
From the notoriety viewpoint "Kid
The back aches because the kidInquire Mrs. Ward. 902 Third St.
do," the cat mascot of the, airship
aro blockaded.
neys
America during the recent sensational
the kidneys with their work.
WANTED A good man with team, 1,000-mil- e
Help
voyage over the Atlantlo
The back will ache no more.
to rent farm. Land already for has eclipsed the human portion of
Lots of proof that Doan'a Kidney
that dauntless crew. In writing the
seed. Apply 1055 Sixth street.
history of that voyage in Hampton's Pills do this.
Walter Wellman has this to
WANTED A competent
It's the best proof, for it comes
cook.
In Magazine
say about how the cat happened to from this
S.
Mrs.
506
B.
Col
quire
vicinity.
Daris, jr.,
be put aboard and how it nearly lost
Benito A. Nelson, of Anton Chico,
umbia.
all of its fame:
"Just then attention was directed to N. M., says: "For two years 1 was
that member of our crew destined to bothered by sharp twinges in my
be the real hero of the voyage be back when I stooped or lifted. Somecause real heroes are never self-cotimes on arising in the morning, f
FOR SALE Harness Break, cart, Bike scious are always conscious of sus
felt lame and whenever I exerted
in good order, cheap. S. P. Flint.
picion and slander, of danger, of
I became all tired out. I
praise and therefore are myself,
was languid and nervous and was annever
The
young
gray
FOR SALE 5 room modern house,
cat, taken on board half in Jest as a noyed by a too frequent desire to
two lota on hill. 1018 Fourth St.
mascot, was howling pitifully amidst pass the kidney secretions. Colds
these strange surroundings. Chief En- often settled in my kidneys and at
EGGS, EGGS Thoroughbred
single gineer Vanlman, afraid of having his such times I was in bad shape.
comb Rhode Island Beds from the short sleeps disturbed, insisted that Doan's
Kidney Pills hare greatly rebest laying a train la America, 92 "Kiddo" be left behind. Navigator Si- lieved me
and out of gratitude, I
was
vowed
luck
bad
mon,
It
sailorlike,
per 15. Inquire rate for special to let a cat leave a
and insisted give them my endorsement.'
ship,
mating. E. S. Lewis, Phone Main kitty should stay. Without any fear
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
323.
of midnight howls on the one hand. cents. Foster-MIlbuCo., Buffalo
and without any superstitions on the New York, sole agents for the United
FOR SALE Soma gentle driving and other, I told Mr. Vanlman to do as he States.
. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 545,
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to liked about It. He put puss in a bag
Remember the name Doan's and
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
ATTORNEYS
3050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 Dou- and tried to lower him down to the :ake no other.
motor launch, but the launch had cut
day of the month in the vestry
glas Avenue.
loose and "Kiddo" was pulled up
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8 Geo. H- Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
SUCCESSFUL MEN
again, a narrow escape from losing
m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock
p.
FOR
SALE Thoroughbred
R. C. all his fame."
men
look and act
Today successful
HUNKER & HUNKER
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
white Wyandotte eggs, $1 for 15. Inthe part. The erect,
Attorneys at Law
Sec
President; Charles Greenclay,
quire 812 Douglas Ave., Phone Veindividual with the flash of
American
Making
Las
New Mexico
Styles.
Vegas
retary.
gas 15.
in his eye is the man who doesn't
"American
Although the term
styles" is heard much more frequently have to look for a position. The man
FOR SALE Buff Plymouth Rock each season, there are few who know who during childhood has become
baby chlcka, $14.00 per 100. Money that it emanates legitimately from an round shouldered, finds that he is in
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- organization of American tailors, who a measure handicapped because of this
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. devote their time to designing and deformity.
producing American styles, Just as the
It will be good news to such men to
French tailors and the tailors of
Vienna originate new fashions each know that there is a shoulder brace
of unsurpassed healthfulnesi with
'HIS VICINITY has a din-atyear. Those who think enough of the which has a tendency to correct such
to investigate learn that Mad- conditions, and that without inconvenout extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of
subject
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front ame la Mode
Parlslenne, who for so ience or discomfort.
sunshine in the year.
room for lady, with privilege of us many years held undisputed sway over
The Rexall Shoulder Brace, lor
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
1024
on
civilized
Third street
the
countries
both sides of which we have the"
ing piano.
exclusive agency,
streams or from wells of not great depth.
the Atlantic, has lost much of her
is constructed entirely of cloth does
The annual rainfall amour ts to nearly 19 Inches, average, occur
authority. The
English
woman, who formerly bought all of not continually bind across the shoulring principally in July and August
her clothes in Paris, is now dividing ders or under the arms and, except
The soil is highly fertile an! easy of working, being generally
GOVERNMENT FARMS FREE Offi her attention between Paris and Vien- as one needs the admontlon to brace
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
na. The American woman Is begin- up, the wearer is unconscious of its
cial 1911, "The Homeseeker," deLands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
ning to patronize the American tailor. presence. We'd like to show you this
scribes every acre in every county
Leslie's.
conditions are equally good.
where
shoulder brace and give you a prac
in the United States: contains
are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forCrops
tical
of
demonstration
Its
superiority
township and section plats, rain
Illustrated Rhymes.
beets promise to be profitable.
age.
Sugar
to
other
on
brace
the
market
any
fall maps, land laws, how and where
stunt
a
an
for
practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
Farming,"
"Dry
Quite
impromptu
to get land without living on it, all
party of young people recently was
here, a large area being under cultivation.
We
have
in
this
all
sizes
for
either
about Irrigated farms and Indian a contest which consisted in illustratAn irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
sex. Can be obtained only at our
reservation openings. Price 25 cents ing Mother Goose rhymes.
They store The Rexall Store. Price
the
city is now being constructed.
$1.00.
postpaid. The Homeseeker, Saint seemed to enjoy the fun mightily and
developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
Mining
G.
E.
Murphey.
little
or
took
time
trouble
w&s it certainly
Paul, Minnesota.
values. Building stone of superior quality is quarried
very
promising
to get it up.
nearby.
Verses from the celebrated rhymes
NOTICE FOR BIDS
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazwere written on large pieces of cardLOCAL TIME CARD
Office o' the Adjutant General,
board and they were passed with pen
ing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
Santa Fe, N. M., May 6, 1911.
cils.
raising is a profitable business.
WEST BOUND
Each boy or girl drew a picture to
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
Proposals will be received at this
llustrate the rhyme he or she held and office until 1:00 o'clock p. m., May
with its grand scenery, Its trout streams and big game.
Arrive
the prizes were announced as being in 23rd, 1911, and then,
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are open
opened, for fur
1:50 P. M.
No. 1
for the best.
waiting
inall
the
all
labor
and
material
and
year for health or pleasure seekers.
6:15 A. M.
No. 3
Twenty minutes were allowed for nishing
on
Territorial
M.
range
5:15
7
target
P.
tailing
50.
thinking up the picture and drawing
6:35 P. M. it The first prize was a nicely illus- near Las Vegaa 1 15,000 gallon steel
No. 9
trated book and the second a plaster tank, motor, pump, motor and pump
Depart
of parls goose filled with bonbons.
house and water distributing pipe. The
2:10 P. M.
No. 1
Territory reserves the right to reject
M.
6:20
A.
3
No.
any or all bids or any part thereof.
Aerial
Maxim Predicts
War.
5:40 P. M.
No. 7
That the young men who are now Information furnished upon applica
7:00 P. M- No. 9
experimenting in aeronautics are the tion.
ones who will save the country in the
A. S. BROOKES,
EAST BOUND
next great war is the declaration of
Adjutant General.
Arrive
Hudson Maxim.
"We are practically defenseless and
9:10 P. M.
No. 2
the arrival of an aerial fleet will prove
M.
11:10
P.
4
No.
our salvation," he says. "Every hill-to- p
1:1S A. M.
No. 8
in this country should be crown1:45 P. M. ed with an aerial
No 10
battery and a landing platform, and on every mountain
Depart
be an aeroplane staP. M. peak there should
No. 2
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
for flight, for there can
ready
tioned,
M":2 P. - be no doubt about it, the outcome of
No. 4
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitute.
M- 1:25
No. 8
the next great war will depend upon
FOR SALE BY O. G. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
1:10 P.M. the superiority of air crafts."
No. 10
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LAS VEGAS

For Rent

'

well-dress-

Miscellaneous

is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

CDRRECT PRINTING

IS

1

ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be cheerfully furnished
whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
THE

OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.

Telephone Main 2

Try. an Ad. in The Optio'o

"Want Columns"

WEI

mm

FfflLS

gontinuous Hdpertisind
TS

WHAT makes your name familiar and

identifies it with your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not
looking.
J If you advertise occasionally,
else
somebody
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
, by chancing to be id when you are out.

i

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Strong,

Well-Form-

and, returning home, fascinated with
the sport, gave It a new lease on
life.
So speedily did the game advance
that In the early '60s umpires began
to call balls on pitchers who could
not put them over.
Inl8C5 a bold New Englander starts
ed a factory for making baseballs.
They were much superior to the old
handmade balls and caused increased
Interest in the game.
Three years later a salaried team
was put In the Held in Cincinnati.
This grew into the famous Cincinnati
Red Stockings, who,
in
played eighty games without defeat,
setting a record In the pastime that
has never been equaled.
When iSlck Hicks, catcher, slipped
on a mask and moved up behind the
plate in 1876 his relatives began to
doubt the validity of his life insurance policy with a suicide clause attached. The breast pad followed a few
years later.
Not until 1886 were gloves used
for the left hands by any other player
than the catcher. That was the year
HOBOKEN, N. J., CRADLE OF THE
Kansas City broke into the' National
GREAT NATIONAL
finished
League, and, Incidentally,
PASTIME
next to the last with a percentage of

ed

of

RESOLUTION TO FIRST BASEBALL

Pul-

monary
arise from a habit of
stooping, contracted in childhood, which
prevent proper breathing.
If yon have --a child who shows a tendency toward round" or stooping shoul- I!!
means
UJont duty t0 tak
possible to correct this fault.

Price, $1.00
E. G. MURPHEY

University of

New riexico
Albuquerque, N. M.

Summer School
5

WITH

30

INQUIRIES
PENDING.
CONGRESSMAN DOESN'T WANT
BASEBALL SLIGHTED

.247.

As Faneuil Hall in Boston was the
Washington, May
William Rodenberg, republican, cradle of liberty, so was Hoboken, N.
of Illinois, has introduced the follow J., the cradle of baseball. The great
national pastime was born In that
ing resolution in the house:
"'Whereas, There are now pending city away back in 1845.
In this house thirty separate and disBaseball was the outgrowth of the
tinct resolutions of Investigation, old pastime of "rounders," whlchwaa
which havo been Introduced since the played back in 1825 and which has
con- been played by men now but little past
convening of the
the meridian of life. To this generagress; and
"rounders" is unhowever,
"Whereas, All the people of the tion,
United States, without regard to race, known.
The first ball that was used in a
nationality, creed, color, sex or previous condition of servitude are in- igame was made of sections of an
tensely Interested In the national game old overshoe, Wound with woolen
known as baseball; and
string and covered with coarse cow-f- l
The
said
national
"Whereas,
game hide. None of the players wore a
of baseball seems to be about the only glove, the catcher standing about 30
matter of national importance whose feet back of the plate and picking
investigations has not been provided up the balls on the bounce.
for since the 'convening of congress;
Here is the set of rules used:
therefore, be it
The bases shall be from home to
"Resolved, That the committee oi. second base, 42 paces; from first to
education is hereby requested to in- third base, 42 paces equidistant.
augurate immediately a thorough and
The game to consist of 21 counts,
searching inquiry Itno the operation or aces, but at the conclusion an
and manner of conducting said nation- equal of hands must be played. (This
al game of baseball and to ascertain meant that the first team reaching
specifically the batting averages, hits, a score of 21 in a limited number of
borne runs, as- innings won.)
errors,
The ball must be pitched and not
sists, sacrifices, strike-outs- ,
bunts,
thrown for the bat.
fouls, forced runs, flies and pop-upA ball knocked outside of range of
single and double plays of each and
every individual member of the Ameri first or third base is a foul.
can and National leagues and all min
Three balls being struck at and
or leagues Including trolley leagues. missed, the last one caught, is. a
In making this Investigation t'a-- i hand out; If not caught it is considercommittee shall have power to com ed fair and the batter must run.
A ball being struck or tipped and
pel the attendance of witnesses, including umpires, and to examine them caught either flying or on the first!
without' administering oaths, and said bound is a hand out.
A player running the bases shall be
committee Is authorized to employ a
competent stenographer while con out if the ball Is In the hands of an
ducting said examination and to sit in adversary before he makes, his base;
the grand stand of the baseball park H. being understood, however, that In
no insitance is the ball to be thrown
during the sessions of the house."
Sixty-secon-

Rexall Store

1911

to

July 14
Principal Subjects Offered:
General History, lEnglish

Literature, Physics,
Chemistry, Zoology,
Classics, Modern
Languages, Special Courses for High School
Instructors. Vocal and
Instrumental Music.

Fee for the Course
Five Dollars

IN 1845

PASTIME

SHOULDER BRACES
will prove of invaluable assistance to
y ou as they compel a natural erect carnage, which means
breathing,
and if done in time proper
will incline, your
children to become perfectly formed,
healthy men and women.
We have this brace in sizes suitnh'-fo- r
the child of four years or the nd.i.
weighing 300 pounds. Being made entirely of cloth it is easily washable and
may be worn without discomfort.

GAME PLAYED

PROBE NATIONAL

ey

.

AN ELKS' HOME
FOR LAS VEGAS
A CERTAINTY
LODGE RATIFIES ACTION TAKEN
BY BUILDING COMMITTEE
TO COST $25,000

1869-187-

Healthy Children

Six Weeks, June

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1911

Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
Circular of Information on
application to the Registrar
of the University.

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
ifirst ciassWdrk
and best ti mamy
terials isEstimotto.
mates cheerfully given.

v.

H.T.Davis

PhonMaHSS?

d

-

at

him.

player running, who shall prevent an adversary from catching or
petting the ball before making his
WITH THE F1GHTER8
base, is a hand out.
If two hands are already out a
player running home at the time the
ball Is struck cannot make an ace
"One Round" Hogan has decided to
If the striker Is caught out.
stick In the game and Is looking for
Three hands out, all out.
bouts.
Players must take their strike in
Hugo Kelly and "Cyclone" Thomp
turn.
regular
tanson will perhaps meet in another
No ace or base can be made on a
gle In the near future.
foul strike.
Jack Johnson says he intends to A runner cannot be put out In
write a book entitled "Jail" or "Doing
making one base when a balk is
a Sketch In the Hoodie-House.- "
made.
'Knockout' 'Brown and Ad Wolgast
But one base allowed when the ball
round bout bounds out of the field when struck.
may meet In a twenty-fiv-e
muss.
after the Wolgast-Mora- n
After a few games the rules were
changed so that the first basemann
did not have tQ touch the runner In
FESTIVAL AJ ANN ARBOR
order to put him out,
Ann Arbor, Mich., May 10. The
The first game was played between
eighteenth annual May festival of the two teams, chosen promiscuously
University of Michigan school of mu tmm a ftrowd that gathered on a
sic, which opens tonight and will con vacaht lot. But on June 14, 1846,
tinue until Saturday, promises to iUf a regular game between two teams
pass all previous musical undertak that really had names was played at
ings here from an artistic standpoint. Elysian Field, N. Y. The clubs were
Appearing In the several concerts the Knickerbockers and the New Y6rk
will be the Theodore Thomas orches- Citys. No tally record at this game
tra Of Chicago, the university choral can be found in any book or at the
Union and ft number of eminent solo- - county morgue, so It is presumed
Th latter include Mme. Ber- - that the score was forgotten and
lsst.
hlce de Pasquali, soprano; Miss Per- - there were no fatalities.
clval Allen, soprano; Miss Florence
For thirteen years the game was
Janet Spen permitted to drift along and then, in
Mulford,
cer .contralto; Reed Miller, tenor; 1857, a league was formed In New
Clarence Whitehall, baritone, and Ho York. Xo salaries were paid, howbass. TBe principal ever, and it v as truly, a "Fourth or
ratio Connell,
works to be rendered are Tschaikov- - July" league.
Soldiers played the game on the
skv's "Eueen Onegln" and Handel'.?
of battle during the Civil war,
fields
Maccabaeus."
Judas
A

mezzo-sopran-

When yem don't

'advertise

"body knows

no- -

that

yoli are in busi
ness, and it won't
be long before
you'll not know
it yourself :-

There is Only One

Bsomo Quinine"
That is
Laxative Bromo Quinine
DAY.
USED THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD IM OHE

Always remember the full name.

for this signature on every box.

25c.

BASEBALL

NOTES

are
San Francisco and Portland
having a great fight for the honors
In the Pacific Coast league.
Talk aboat pie. Brooklyn and Boston have been the regular kind for
the Giants so far this season.
Providence is the surprise of the
Eastern league. Jimmy Collins has
"
his
going at top
;

"Clam-Diggers-

speed.

Ceolyland came very near stopping
Detroit the other day. The "Naps"
needed only something like six runs
to win.
The two St Louis teams will have
to start something pretty soon or they
will be forgotten in the mad scramble.
The Detroit Tigers have a great lead
in the American league race and look
good enough to hold It for some time
to come.

Jimmy Burke and his Indianapolis
Indians have found the going pretty
tough in the American association race
so far.
Few If any of the major league outfielders have anything on Milan o'.
the Washington team. The Tennessee
boy is surely a great player.
Major league managers are cutting
down their squads and the minor
leagues are grabbing the youngsters
and veteraps.aB. ast as they are re' '
leased.
Chicago, St. touts, Cleveland and
Boston have not won a game from
Pitcher Russ Ford of the Highlanders,
since the beginning of the season of

The Elks at their regular meeting
last night discussed amid much enthusiasm their plans for the erection

of a club home for the lodge. The
action taken by the lodge in accepting the report of the building committee two weeks ago was ratified and
the boacd of trustees was made a part
of the committee, which now. Increased to six members, will begin
active work. The Elks were shown
drawings of the home of the Raton
Elks and the means used to finance
its erection were explained. It is
likely the Elks will purchase the
ground for their building in the Immediate future and that actual construction work will be begun soon.
The location, which Is the corner lot
on Douglas avenue,
just east of Temple Monteflore, met the hearty approval of the lodge. The proposed
home will cost in the
neighborhood

EC HUE
his SM 1ISE&SE
About twenty years ago I began to break out with Eczema oa my
head, legs and arms, and commenced treatment with the local doctors,
but did not get much relief. I continued to treat the disease under
the direction 0 different physicians for two years, and at the end of
that time they said the disease was "chronic. I then quit them sad
tried various ointments, salves, lotions, etc, for another two years,
but soon I was as bad off as before, so I finally decided to let medicine
alone, and for twelve or thirteen years I suffered intensely from the
Eczema. During the time T lost about half of my hair. At last I began S. S. S., doubtful of a cure, because the disease had run on so long,
but I soon discovered that your medicine was doing me good, and
continued to take it After taking S. S. S. for awhile I was completely
cured of the Eczema, not having a single spot left on my body, which
I waited
before was almost completely covered with the eruption.
until the Spring to see if it would return, but have seen no, signs of it
and am satisfied the cure is permanent It has been several years now
and I do not believe I will ever have any return of the trouble.
1017 Hackberry SL, Ottumwa, Iowa.
F. C NORFOLK.

What S. S. S. did for Mr. Norfolk it can do for every one who is
afflicted with a Skin Disease. He is just one of the many thousands
who have cured themselves by the simple process of purifying the
blood and removing the cause from the circulation. We want you to
be cured if you have any skin trouble, and shall endeavor in this short
talk to tell you just why S. S. S. will accomplish the desired result.
The skin is composed of two distinct layers. One is known as the
epidermis or outer skin, which has no fibres, and serves principally as
a covering to the body. The other is known as the derma or true skin,
ahd is composed of elastic fibres, fat tissue, glands, lymphatics, nerves,
etc. The thousands of tiny veins and arteries with which this lower
section is interlaced, supplies the cuticle with healthful properties from
of 125,000.
the circulation to keep the skin smooth and healthy. We can therefore
readily see how necessary it is for the blood to be pure if the skin
RAILROAD MEN'S HOME
remain
free from disease, and also why humors and acids in the circuHarrisburg, Pa., May 10. More than lation
always find their way to the surface and cause skin affections.
a thousand delegates from all
parts
,'A11 skin troubles are due to a humor or acid in the blood.
Instead
of the United States and from Canof supplying rich, nutritive properties to the cuticle, the circulation
ada and Mexico are In
Harrisburg at constantly deposits an acrid impurity into the sensitive fibres and tistending the triennial convention of sues. This causes inflammation of the under
layer of the skin which
the Brotherhood of
Railway Train-men- . splits or breaks the thin outer tissue and causes an ulceration of the
The officials expect this to be glands, producing a
discharge upon the surface, in the form of Eczema,
ibe most important convention in the Tetter, Salt Rheum, etc. There is likewise a
dry form of skin disease
tlntory of the order. President Taft such as Acne, Psoriasis, etc. In these varieties the humor in the blood
will be here to address the
gathering diseases the pores, hair follicles, etc., causing them to swell and
Svnday. The convention will
v protrude to the outer surface.
Pimples, rashes, eruptions and like
rotable for the large number of im- troubles are all due to impure blood, and only a blood purifier can cure
portant questions to come up for consid them. Salves, washes, lotions, etc., will perhaps afford some tempoeration and action. Amnneotw. rary relief from the itching, and assist in keeping the skin clean, but
things there will be discussed a pro- such treatment can have no effect on the humors irt(the blood, and
ject for the establishment of a home iberefore never do any permanent good.
S. S. S. cures Skin diseases of every kind by neutralizing the acids
cor agea and disabled memherK m- th.
S. S. S. cools the
order and a sanitarium for those af atid removing the humors from the blood.
it up to" its normal strength and thickness,
builds
circulation,
ueted with tuberculosis.
multiplies its rich, nutritious corpuscles, and adds to its purity and
nourishing qualities in every way. Then the skin, instead of being
TO BE LAUNCHED MAY 25
irritated and inflamed by fiery humors and acids, is nourished, soothed
Washington, May 10. Throuch" an and softened by a
plentiful supply of rich, pure blood. ' S. S. S. is the
error the report has been circulated
of all blood purifiers and therein lies its ability to cure skin
greatest
that the battleship Wyoming was to diseases. It cures Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, pimples, boils,
be launched at Philadelphia tomor- rashes and all
eruptions of the, cuticle. These troubles cannot remain
row. The navy department desires It when the cause has been removed, and S. S. S. will certainly remove
to be known that the launching will the cause by purifying the blood. Book on Skin Diseases free to all
take place May 25, when the vessel vho write.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO. ATLANTA. GA.
will be christened by Miss Dorothy
Eunice Knight, daughter of a former
chief Justice of Wyoming. The Wyom- lag is a firstelas battleship, with
26,000 tons displacement.
acid-heat-

Winners- - Optic Classified 'Ads.

1910.

A continued major league story.
The Minneapolis line-uClyner, GUI,
Cravath, Williams, Rossman, Killlfer,
Ferris, Owens, McCormick, Altrook,
Waddell and Patterson.
When a poor game Is played In his
ball yard Owner O'Neill of the New
cluo,
Britain, Connecticut League
gives the fans rain checks good for
the next scheduled game.
Ball players get fancy salaries, but
they are not the only ones. Newsy
Lalonde will draw down nearly $4,000
this season for playing lacrosse with
the Vancouver team.
Freddie Parent, who has been released by the White Sox to Baltimore,
celebrated his last appearance In t'te
big league by getting three hits with
a total of four in five times up.
MARK CAMP JACKSON FALL
St. Louis, May 10. Civil war veterans of St., Louis and viicnity today

joined in a celebration of the fiftieth
anniversary of the fall of Camp Jackson. The celebration included the do- coratton of the statutes of J Grand, l,
Blair and other union leaders and
a program of exercises at which ad
dresses were delivered by Congress
man Bartholdt, Major Leo Rassieur,
of the G
former commander-in-chie- f
A. R. and other men of prominence.
It was on the morning of May 10,
1861, that a force of Union soldiers
In command of General Nathaniel
Lyon marched upon Camp Jackson,
which had been made the headquart
ers for the gathering of troops and
and
supplies for the confederates,
took the stronghold by surprise. The
capture of Camp Jackson has been
spoken of as the first decisive blow
dealt for the government anywhere In
the country. Historians are generally
agreed that General Lyon's bold
stroke kept Missouri In the Union
and balked the plans of the secessionists to cut the line of communication
between the east and middle west and
the Faclfic slope.
Si-ge-

Sick headache. results from a disordered condition of the stomach, and
can be cured by the use of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
it. For sale by all druggists.
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A

METROPOLITAN

NEWSPAPER

FOR LAS VEGAS

THE OPTIC Installs Special Leased Wire, Carrying the

FULL ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT
With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The Optic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have confidence in Las Vegas and its future and are
We hope that inwilling to take a chance.
creased circulation and increased business will

Every public spirited
justify our plunge.
citizen in this city and every resident of Northeastern New Mexico should be a subscriber to

The DAILY OPTIC
It costs but fifteen cents a week to have the
paper delivered to your door every evening
except Sunday. By mail THE DAILY OPTIC
N
is $6.00 a year
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY

AND GET

IN THE GAME

'

I

;;-.-
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JJ0 3ars'i;$ll
Those Bismark Preserves are
Going Like Hot Cakes

f

Before

TIE
1

the Assortment

t

is Broken

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

1

0

GALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Choice Colorado Spring1 Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

Old Crow eold over the bar at
.. r t
Long's Buffet.

Old Mowers sharpened by new method;
culled for and returned for $1.00

.

.

,

Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

'tf
10

,

Phone Main 131

ESTABLISHED 187C

FOR MEN. WOMEN
Open

all

if

LUDWIG Wn. ILFELD

B'oy's'Blouses

PrJONE MAIN 379
The Baptist Ladles' Aid will meet
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
with Mrs. Upton Hays, 827 Fourth
street All members are requested to Resplendent in new uniforms, the Joining with other cities t.hrough
be present.
Railroaders will present a handsome out the land Las Vegas will observe
appearance in their nest matched on next Sunday "Mothers' Day." la
The funeral of Vidal Tapla, who contest The uniforms arrived last many places arrangements for suit-ab'- e
died at hla home in Upper Town night and are thing's of beauty, which
programs to be participated in
Monday, was held yesterday. The Ro- likely will be joys forever. The suits by all the people have been made.
mero Mercantile company had charge are of gray trimmed In navy blue. In Las Vegas,
however, the observ
of the funeral.
The name, "Santa Fe," is spelled ance will be individual. Several of
down the center of the shirts. On the postors will preach sermons suitThe floor of the armory, is being the left arm are the letters "L. V.," able to th occasion at the morning
repaired and put in perfect condition in white. The caps and stockings are church services. Every man who
for the Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent of white. The Railroaders expect to loves hiB mother will wear a white
association's dance, which will be put up classy ball all summer. The carnation to show his love and resfans are looking forward with plea- pect. If his mother be living he will
given on the evening of May 18.
sure to witnessing their games, many write her a 'etter or visit her. If she
Patrons of the Colorado Telephone of which will be with other fast rail- be enjoying her eternal rest he will
and call to tender memory the
Mexico
company who desire any changes road teams of Ney
happy days
'
made in the new directory
should Colorado.
he spent with her. There is no more
notlf Manager D. W. Lee before
appropriate custom than the observThe California Glee and Mandolin ance of "Mothers'
May 19, as the new directory will go
Day;' and it is grow
to press May 20.
club, an organization composed of ing yearly Into more popular favor.
of Calistudents of the University
on
the Chief of Police Coles is of the
be
will
here
fornia,
likely
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Peters are
the parents of a baby girl born this evening of May 27 as one of the
that a man known as "Professor
on the Santa Fe's entertain, Frank S.
morning. The little one is a grand
Ryan," who is wanted in
New York, Boston and St. Louis for
daughter of Wm. Frank, who recently ment course. Secretary George
of the Y.' M. C. A. has notiremoved from Loa Alamos to Las
obtaining money under false pretfied Superintendent S. E. Busser of
tenses, is none other than the fam
the Santa Fe reading rooms, that he ous "Professor Leroy," who visited
will be glad to make arrangements Las
Mrs. Francisco Rebledo, aged 50
Vegas last winter and fleeced G,
for
the coming of the company. The J. Fredericks. "The man also went
years, died yesterday at her home on
will be given in the
"
under the name of "Professor
the West side after a short Illness entertainment
house
and is expected
Duncan
opera
His picture appears In a recent
from pneumonia. Mrs. Rebledo is sur-vie-d
to be high class In every particular. number of "The
Detective." Ryan is
by her husband, who is seriously
said to have talked a confiding client
ill. The funeral was held this after
Charged with building a house, with- into giving him $15,000, which he
noon.
out first securing a permit, J. R.
placed in a bag. Of course, he
Quintana was arrested yesterday by switched the bags, Just as he did in
A handsome Mullin motorboat, 18
Marshal Coles. When brought be- the case of Mr.
Fredericks, and the
feet in length and of powerful engines, City
fore Judge Murray, Quintana was client was out
15,000 hard earned
has been purchased by a club of ten
given a fine of $50 and costs. The rocks.
local sportsmen. The boat will be used fine was remitted
upon payment of
for fishing and hunting trips on the
the costs and the promise of QuinTry a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
lakes in the country surrounding Las tana to tear down the house before
at
the Opera Bar. Served from barVegas.
the close of the week. The build- rels on the bar.
ing Is located on Gallinas avenue. It.
Extra fine program Photoplay to is said to be unsightly and a Are
night. "Mammy's Ghost," or "Be trap of the worst kind. Quintana,
tween the Lines of Battle," story of It is understood, will erect a new
the Civil war, Vitagraph.
"The house on the site of the present
Padre," a story of the Missions of old structure.
,
California, Selig. "Father' Against Hia
Will," comedy; "Betty Rolls Along," Albert Clancy, the well known Santa
comedy.
Fe ball player, who was captain of
A great many of our men custhe Peerles team last year, has
Directors D. W. Lee and Ludwig signed a contract to play withT the
tomers send us their underwear
W. rifeld will receive bids for the St. Louis Nationals and has left to
and hosiery, along with their
popcorn, peanuts and soft drink Join Roger Bresnahan's Cardinals.
linen.
It Is a good habit.
privileges at Amusement park during Clancy suffered a broken ankle late
the baseball season. Bids must be in last season In a game at AlbuquerWe wash these garments
by Friday of this week. Settlements que and has Just recovered from this
cleaner and better than tb
will be made on a monthly basis. injury. Clancy Is a fast lnflelder and
work can be done elsewhere,
Further information can be obtained heavy hitter and is expected to make
and they are not worn so much.
from Mr. Lee or Mr. IlfeJd.
good with the Cardinals. His 'New
We do not shrink them, even
Mexico friends will watch his career
woolen garments are returned
with interest.
the same size as when sen.t us.
We Iron the garments nicel7,
Several members of the Maroons
make ordinary repairs free of
were out practicing yesterday. Fieldcharge and you have fresh,
ing and batting were both given a
clean, sweet underwear ready
test
and
showed
the p'ayers
thorough
for each week's change.
remarkable Improvement in those de
partments. Ekberg, McRaynie and
Bundle yours up with next
the rest of the new recruits showed
week's bundle.
up well. The game Sunday is expected to be a dandy. Ed McWenie
has donned his baseball duds and is
He
working out his trusty wing.
Las Vegas Steam Laundry
will be in the bankers' line up.

Have Us Launder
Your Underwear

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

WE

are tetter blouses than
home sewing can produce-are
made by expert workers under ideal
factory conditions,-a- re
correct as to style and
guaranteed.

are sale agents for the
above made Hose.
v

They are the ORjIGINAL

GUARANTEED SOCK, and we
stand back of the. guarantee.
A new pair for every pair
that shows a hole in 6 months
wear. We can supply you
with Black, Tan or Black with
White Feet.

fit-and-

-are

We carry them in all ages
from 4 to 15 years and in Plain
White, Blue, Tan and .Fancy
Patterns, and sell them at 50c
each, much cheaper than you
can make them.

GREENBERGER
"A Square Deal"

m

v..

-

(Electric
The Electric Way

the only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the
toaster on the table, take the
:
toast off as you like it
is3

a$ U eas Eight
$ Power Co
A.

J ill

ff.

J.

Ml,'

Onion

Sets

DRY GLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for anumber of years and have the experience.

3

QUARTS

FOR

25c

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
614 Lincoln Avenue

nf

Yellow

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

,

Joe Ulibarri, a patient at the Ner
Mexico Hospital for the Insane, es
caped yesterday afternoon. The city
police were notified to look out for
the man. Night Officer E. C. Warrt
caught Ulibarri last night and placed
him In Jail. He was returned to the
hospital today. Ulibarri had a small
sum of money on his person when
arrested.

your own house if
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; prevents Cholera and is aGreat Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free tf Bugs of
all kinds.

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store

J.H.STEARNS
GROCER.

CAKES

Open

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON
RETAIL PRICES

MADE RIGHT

Our cakes are made of the
best material, baked in a
Sanitary Way we make

proudest man in town, since the arrival makes him a great grandfather.
Of course the parents are happy.
White Kitchen is clean.
night. Meals 25 cents.

VANILLA
COCOANUT
CHOCOLATE

all

or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

AGUA PUR A COMPANY

40r

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous

TT OB

Perry Onion
Store Phone Main

462,

& Son

Ranch Phone 276.

Office 701 Douglas .Avenue.
i

NUT

Is Next Sunday

Mother will be pleased jf you present
her with some beautiful flowers. We
will quote you some tempting prices
tomorrow
ji

20c per 10P lbs.
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

2,000 Ibg.
1,000 lbs.
200 lbs.
50 lbs.

SPICE

Mother's Day

From $1.00 to $6.00

The choicest line of HAMMOCKS

Give Perfect Satisfaction

and clean your

mm

Phone Main 81.

A baby girl came to gladden the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Will A. Hasty
yesterday. Colonel Seewald i's the

is just as necessary to disinfect
IT chicken
house as well as

gi

ttosierij

o'clock

Red-fern.-

jLas Vegas Roller Mills

Phone Vegas 450

buy

-

We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

'

S
y
Holeproof SfS

$3.50 and Up

'

Fltz-slmmo-

FREE!

FREE!

Always get the best at Rolette's
4T
barber shop.

White JCitchen is clean.
night. Meals 25 cents.

Order Quick

LAWNMOWERS

LOCAL NEWS

ANGEL FOOD AND
LOAF NUT 15c

f

f

Every Day at

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

ScreeneitJ and Lump ft a ion Cerrtlloa
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WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

'KJuinrT
all
Anthracite
Coat,

sizes

;

Steam

Jfc) VJmjG

Coal-Sswe-

d

Wood mi Mtntltmi

O N D Oft

f.f

